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Abstract
In the process of learning a foreign language, most people consider the teachers’ profile as one of
the most determinant factors when deciding whether to enroll in a program of English as a
foreign language. Frequently, EFL teachers are tagged under two groups: Native English
Speakers or Non-Native English Speakers; and Trained teachers or Untrained teachers. However,
EFL teachers who are NNESs usually face some discriminatory practices because, despite having
been trained to teach, some companies, colleagues, and students tend to undervalue them. This
report seeks to answer the following questions: what are students’ perceptions of EFL teachers at
a language institute in Colombia? And what is the incidence of EFL teachers’ profiles on their
performance, and students' learning experiences? This research study aims at characterizing the
relationship among students’ perceptions of EFL teachers, teachers’ performance, and students’
learning experience. Hence, this qualitative-methodology study considers students’ ideas on these
EFL teachers’ tags by first obtaining student’s perceptions from a survey, and second, by
analyzing teachers’ performance and students’ learning experiences through class observation to
60 EFL teachers. The data were processed through content analysis. The results of this project
offer the English Language Teaching community (institutions, teachers, and students) reasons
why the general valuation of the EFL teachers, as well as students’ perceptions of them, should
be reconsidered by having a better understanding of EFL teachers’ features.
Keywords: foreign language, learning, teachers, teacher qualification, teaching.

Resumen
En el proceso de aprendizaje de una lengua extranjera, la mayoría de las personas consideran el
perfil de los profesores como uno de los factores más determinantes al momento de decidir
matricularse en un curso de inglés como lengua extranjera. Con frecuencia los profesores son
etiquetados en dos grupos: hablantes nativos o no nativos; y profesores con formación o sin
formación. Sin embargo, los profesores de inglés como lengua extranjera que no son hablantes
nativos de ese idioma usualmente enfrentan prácticas discriminatorias ya que, a pesar de haber
recibido formación para enseñar, algunas empresas, estudiantes y colegas tienden a subvalorarlos.
Este informe busca responder a las siguientes preguntas: ¿Cuáles son las percepciones que los
estudiantes tienen de sus profesores de inglés como lengua extranjera en un instituto de lenguas
en Colombia? Y ¿Cuál es la incidencia de los perfiles del profesorado en su desempeño y en las
experiencias de aprendizaje de los estudiantes? Este estudio cualitativo se propone caracterizar la
relación entre las percepciones de los estudiantes sobre sus profesores, sus experiencias de
aprendizaje y el desempeño del profesorado. Por lo tanto, este estudio tiene en cuenta las ideas de
los estudiantes acerca de sus profesores en relación con sus perfiles por medio de una encuesta de
percepción; también analiza el desempeño de los profesores y las experiencias de aprendizaje de
los estudiantes por medio de observaciones de clase realizadas a 60 profesores. Los datos
obtenidos se procesaron a través de la metodología de análisis de contenido. Los resultados
presentan razones por las cuales la comunidad del inglés como segunda lengua (instituciones,
profesores y estudiantes) debería reconsiderar la apreciación que tiene de los profesores de inglés
como segunda lengua gracias a una mejor comprensión de sus características.
Palabras clave: aprendizaje, enseñanza, cualificación del profesorado, lengua extranjera y
profesores
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English as a Foreign Language Teachers’ Tags:
Students’ Perceptions of the EFL Teacher
Introduction
Most people who have been learning a foreign language consider the teachers’ profile
as one of the most determinant factors when deciding whether to enroll in a program of
English as a foreign language (EFL). This fact is likely to be connected to what Ubach and
Lakatos (1996) pointed out about massive advertisements where language institutes proudly
highlight that they have Native English Speakers as teachers (NEST) because it sounds
attractive for potential customers1. However, there has been progressive opposition to that
idea noticeable in several academic and opinion articles2.
This research study aims at characterizing the relationship among students’
perceptions of EFL teachers, teachers’ profiles and performance, and students’ learning
experience in a language institute in Colombia (see Local Context on page 15 below).
Frequently, EFL teachers are tagged under two groups: Native English Speakers (NES) or
Non-Native English Speakers (NNES); and, Trained3 teachers or Untrained teachers4. The
following scenario illustrates those main four terms composing these two dichotomies:
Imagine someone who wants to study French for the first time whose drive is to get a job in
Canada. Where would he/she like his/her teacher to be from? Canada, Turkey, or Colombia.
It indeed sounded like an easy decision to make, right? Now, consider more details: the
Canadian is an aircraft technician with no teaching training, the Turkish is a biologist who
took a short teaching certificate course, and the Colombian has a bachelor’s degree in

1

See Annex 1. Current samples of language institutes’ advertisements.
(e.g.) Zuil (2018) reported that some language institutes in Spain have told local teachers to pretend
that they come from English-speaking countries to be hired.
3
This term has not clearly been defined yet, but it refers to teachers’ upbringing. It is to say, teachers
who have studied an undergraduate program or have taken teacher training courses such as TEFL, TESOL,
TKT, and CELTA, among others.
4
Teachers who have no pedagogical training certificate at all.
2
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teaching English. May that additional information about these two hypothetical teachers
make change his/her mind?
While some would not hesitate to choose, some would consider that speaking a
language is not enough to teach it (Ubach & Lakatos, 1996). Therefore, this research report
intends to answer the following questions: what are students’ perceptions of EFL teachers at
a language institute in Colombia? What is the incidence of EFL teachers’ profiles on
teachers’ performance and students’ learning experiences?
This qualitative-methodology study considers learners’ ideas about the terms Native
or Non-native and Trained or Untrained by first, obtaining a general overview from a 21question-situational survey – answers were tabulated to establish recurrences for a detailed
examination–. Besides, class observations of 60 EFL teachers (see Figures 2 and 3, pp. 3536) –from a language institute in Colombia– were analyzed in terms of students’ comments
on the classes and teachers’ performance based on teacher’s training components –Santaella
(2000), Freeman (1989), Ellis (2012), and Harmer (2007)– (see Figure 1). Based on that
analysis, a reflection is offered to the English Language Teaching (ELT) community
(institutions, teachers, and students) to understand EFL teachers’ features better. This
research report is composed of three sections about describing, analyzing, and contrasting the
information obtained from the survey, class observations, and literature review.
Context
National Context
Every country has its terms for hiring teachers. In Colombia, language institutes,
universities, and colleges must adhere to specific requirements to hire EFL teachers. Those
requirements are provided by the Ministry of National Education (MEN)5, along with the

5

MEN (Ministerio de Educación Nacional)
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Colombian Institute of Technical Standards and Certifications (ICONTEC)6. The main
document or Colombian Technical Standard – NTC by its acronym in Spanish 7– that
determines teachers’ desirable qualifications is the NTC 5580 of 2007, named Educational
programs for work in the area of Languages. These requirements establish the following:
•

Teachers must have pedagogical and disciplinary training in languages awarded
by a certified institution8 or courses9 that accredit their pedagogical and
disciplinary competence.

•

For untrained or partially trained teachers10, a minimum of 2 years of experience
is required as a teacher in the field.

•

80% of the institution’s teaching force must prove a minimum command of the
language at a C1 level, and the other 20% remaining must prove a B2 level
through an international language test11 aligned with the CEFR12.

Despite these requirements, language institutes sometimes hire foreign teachers
simply because they are native English speakers. However, it does not mean that those
teachers are the exception to the rule because “people do not become qualified to teach
English merely because it is their mother tongue, and much of the knowledge that native
speakers bring intrinsically to the EFL classroom can be learned by NNESTs through teacher
training” (Maum, 2002, p. 3). Consequently, language institutes can give teachers a grace

6

ICONTEC (Instituto Colombiano de Normas Técnicas y Certificaciones)
NTC (Norma Técnica Colombiana) Acronym in Spanish.
8
In the case of foreigners, the Ministry of National Education through the Ruling (resolución) 06950 of
May 15th of 2015 determines the validation process of their studies and training awarded by foreign higher
educational institutions or other accredited institutions in their country of origin.
9
See Table 3 in the official document for some of the most common teacher training courses and
certificates.
10
It refers to students of undergraduate or graduate programs related to pedagogical training.
11
The types, names, and descriptions of admissible international language tests are listed on the Ruling
(resolución) 12730 of Jun 28th of 2017.
12
Common European Framework of Reference.
7
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period to fully comply with the requirements –language certificate13 and pedagogical training
certificate–.
Aligned with those requirements, language policies –which are interventions that take
place to modify the use of a given language in a community– are the expression of beliefs
and ideologies that go beyond the academic sphere because they respond to economic and
political agendas that may be open or hidden (Shohamy, 2001; Spolsky, 2004). According to
Gonzalez (2009), this means that they are designed by politicians but implemented by
teachers, thus, being out of context and imposed. Besides, some scholars (see González,
2007, and Mejía, 2006) have criticized the conception of bilingualism that the Ministry of
National Education has established since it overlooks other languages.
Local Context
The language institute where this research project took place is in Colombia. It has 26
branches distributed in 12 cities, including Bogotá, Medellín, and Cali. Teachers working for
this institute, as part of their selection process, for a couple of days, receive pedagogical
training in the methodology of the institute and some general recommendations regarding
classroom management. Besides, teachers are encouraged to certify their language
proficiency and pedagogical knowledge as soon as possible in case they do not fulfill those
requirements yet.
Regarding logistics, every session from level A1 to C1 lasts 90 minutes. There can be
from one (1) to six (6) students per classroom, and teachers should cover up to six different
lessons every session. Classroom topics are determined by the course book, corresponding to
each level. Therefore, teachers do not have to do lesson planning. However, they are
welcome to come up with alternate activities to complement every lesson.

13
Given that language proficiency and domain tests are usually designed to test people’s knowledge of
a second or foreign language, native English-speaker teachers are sometimes reluctant to take them.
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Problem Statement and Justification
In language institutes, EFL students tend to prejudge teachers’ performance based on
the teachers’ first language (L1), affecting students’ learning experiences.
Generally, EFL students assume NNESTs do not have a sufficient proficiency level to
teach advanced levels, and teachers’ non-native like accents are likely to receive belittling
comments. Besides, some students have complained about teachers’ lack of “proper language
certifications” through international exams. Likewise, students have also given evidence that
teachers’ proficiency is not directly related to teachers’ pedagogical training; therefore, they
have requested teachers to get some sort of training to improve classroom management, error
correction, and attitude.
How was it evident?
In the last satisfaction survey14 taken by 2,515 students (current and former) regarding
their experience during the first semester of 2019 at the different branches of the institute,
49.18% of students stated both positive and negative comments regarding teachers’
performance related to teachers’ profile (native language and training) and methodology.
Positive comments called attention to teachers’ patience, passion, and learning tips that they
provide in the sessions Some of the negative comments pointed out their discontent about not
having more “native” teachers or foreigners in their classes – especially at advanced levels–,
as well as local teachers’ accent15, language proficiency, or teachers’ way of teaching16.
Problem’s Causes and Effects

14

According to ISO 9001:2015 (International Standardization Organization), companies holding this
certification should apply a satisfaction survey to their clients every six months.
15
Professionals who do not have Latin-American accent when speaking English, or native Englishspeakers better. (trad.) Original: “Profesionales que al hablar en inglés no tengan acento paisa o latino, en lo
posible profesores nativos en el idioma” (Sample answer from a 33-year-old man).
16
In terms of teachers, some know English, but do not know how to teach it, they do not have
pedagogical knowledge and their classes are quite basic. (trad.) Original: “En cuanto a profesores hay unos que
saben inglés, pero no saben enseñar no tienen pedagogía y sus clases son bastante básicas” (Sample answer from
a 24-year-old woman)
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Causes:
•

According to theoretical linguistics, native speakers are the only reliable source of
linguistic data (Chomsky, 1695).

•

The description of the Native Speaker is usually idealized since they are attributed
some features that not all native speakers possess (Rintell & Mitchell 1989).

•

Language institutions, in response to students’ demands promote the necessity of
being taught by native speakers rather than by non-native speakers (Ubach & Lakatos,
1996).

•

Native-like accent is popularly desired, therefore non-native accents are usually
diminished (Lippi-Green, 1997).

•

The notion of the insider and outsider to determine who the guardian of Standard
English is (Hinkel, 2011).

•

Some teaching methods –such as the Direct Method– demonize or forbid the use of
the students’ L1 in the EFL classroom, keeping non-native speakers out of the
scenario (Richards & Rodgers, 2014).

•

The Colombian document established by the Ministry of National Education “Basic
Standards of English as a Foreign Language’s skills”17, in its section about
monologues, imply that students’ accent and pronunciation should imitate the native
speakers (Guerrero Nieto & Quintero Polo, 2009).

•

The stratification of languages and cultures according to their instrumental value in
the job market, especially English, is considered to provide better possibilities for
employment and traveling; other languages are diminished (Usma Wilches, 2009).

17

Ministerio de Educación Nacional [MEN]. (2006). Estándares Básicos de Competencias en Lengua
Extranjera: Inglés. Formar en Lenguas Extranjeras: El Reto. https://www.mineducacion.gov.co/1621/articles115174_archivo_pdf.pdf
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Effects:
•

Students’ beliefs and perceptions are a vital factor in motivation. They can either
stimulate ones’ abilities or limit or block them (Gómez, 2015).

•

Teacher training is usually disregarded in the recruitment process of some companies.
Native English Speakers sometimes do not need a degree in English, prior teaching
experience, nor even a college degree to be hired (Raneem, 2020).

•

Certain teaching certifications are promoted as desirable –In-Service Certificate in
English Language Teaching (ICELT) and the Teaching Knowledge Test (TKT)–
which “may represent some forms of standardization, exclusion, inequality, and
businessification in the professional development of EFL teachers” (González, 2009).

•

Non-native English Speaker teachers are often underestimated by their colleagues and
students (Maum, 2002). Consequently, students sometimes refuse or are reluctant to
be taught by them.

Who should be/is concerned?
This research project is meant for the EFL community (teachers, students,
employers/institutes, and teacher trainers). On the one hand, teachers who have been affected
by such prejudice, thus not being hired, and missing the opportunity to demonstrate their
skills, as well as students who have been persuaded to despise non-native English speaker
teachers. On the other hand, universities and institutions in charge of training teachers to
teach a foreign language wish the best for their graduates but given the fact that European and
North American foreigners are generally appealing in Latin-American countries, some of the
best job offers are usually for them even if they do not hold a teaching certificate or have any
teaching experience. Thus, some opportunities are denied to non-native English speakers,
especially Spanish speakers.
Why?
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Firstly, EFL teachers, who are non-native English speakers (NNES), usually are
subject to biased judgments regardless of their academic background. Although factors such
as having lived abroad or holding an international certificate, e.g., IETLS or TOELF, can
sometimes cater to companies’ and students’ whims, it would barely equalize job offer
conditions, students’ appreciation, or academic recognition. Additionally, many students
express some discomfort when their EFL teachers are not Native English Speakers, especially
if they are at advanced levels.
Secondly, students’ disposition to the classes can limit or foster their learning process;
hence special attention should be paid to their beliefs. Gómez (2015) claims that:
Beliefs about languages do not seem to be well-founded. Instead, they work as a series
of ingrained prejudicial ideas. Such ideas are normally related to previous personal
experiences, linguistic and cultural baggage, as well as specific social conventions,
and the target language status. (trad., p. 418)
According to whom?
Philipson (1992), based on a conference that had taken place in the Republic of
Uganda in 1961, described two fallacies: the monolingual fallacy and the native speaker
fallacy. He stated that L1 should be accepted in the L2 classroom and that speakers of any
language could be equally good at teaching English. Besides, Maum (2002) claimed that
“distinguishing among teachers based on their status as native or non-native speakers
contributes to discrimination in hiring practices” (p. 2).
Likewise, Braine (2010) argues that the unequal treatment of non-native English
speaker teachers (NNESTs) in the ELT field is most observable in employment practices.
Similarly, Maum (2002) stated that Native English Speakers without teaching qualifications
are more likely to be hired as EFL teachers than qualified and experienced Non-Native
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English Speakers Teachers (NNEST). Thus, job opportunities and students’ perceptions of
EFL teachers should be reconsidered.
Besides, Colombian scholars (see Ayala & Alvarez, 2005) have pointed out the need
of revising the “practice of adopting foreign models as standards” and their implementation
in educational programs such as the National Program of Bilingualism. They have also
indicated the importance of raising awareness of the implications of educational
standardization among the members of the ELT community, governors, and administrators
involved in language policies instauration.
Research Objectives
General
To characterize the relationship among students’ perceptions of the EFL teachers in a
language institute, their learning experiences, and teachers’ performance.
Specific
1. To identify prejudice associated with the native speaker status in students'
perceptions of the EFL teachers.
2. Describe EFL teachers’ performance based on teacher training components
considering their profiles and their impact on students’ learning experiences with
them.
3. To analyze students' perceptions of the EFL teachers, compared to students'
learning experiences and teachers’ performance by establishing convergences and
divergences.
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Literature Review
Background Information
Native or Non-native
During an English Language Teaching (ELT) congress held in the Republic of
Uganda in 1961 at Makerere College, a group of teachers and scholars discussed a couple of
tenets which might summarize the main dichotomy that has been “deeply rooted in the ELT
pedagogy and practice” (Le Ha, 2008, p. 95): Monolingual or Bilingual instruction and
Native Vs. Non-native. Those tenets were:
Tenet 1: English is best taught monolingually. The base of this tenet comes from
the Direct Method, which was introduced in France and Germany at the end of the 19th
century, which was implemented later by Sauveur and Berlitz in the United States. Yu (2004)
– in Routledge Encyclopedia of Language Teaching and Learning– described it as a method
that “imitated the way that children learn their first language, emphasizing the avoidance of
translation and the direct use of the foreign language as the medium of instruction in all
situations” (p. 176).
Tenet 2: The ideal teacher is a native speaker. To support this belief, it was said
that native speakers “have a better command of fluent, idiomatically correct language forms,
are more knowledgeable about the cultural connotations of a language and are the final
arbiters of ‘the acceptability of any given samples of the language’” (Makerere, 1961). Later,
Chomsky (1965), a pioneer in theoretical linguistics, kept supporting this idea.
However, two decades later, other scholars attempted to offer a different perspective.
For example, Rintell and Mitchell (1989) claimed that the depiction of the native speaker is
idealized. After that, many other academics expressed stronger opposition to those ideas. For
instance, Phillipson (1992) stated two fallacies:
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The monolingual fallacy. Regarding this first fallacy, Stern (1992, as cited in
Kumaravadivelu, 2006) offered three reasons why L1 should be allowed to be used in the L2
classroom:
1. We always set out from a language we already know.
2. Our first language offers a frame of reference system for L2.
3. Our native language and our native culture are deeply bound up with our
personal lives.
Additionally, Stern advised allowing L1 usage in the classroom so that “questions can
be asked, meanings can be verified, uncertainties can be removed, and explanations could be
given which would not be accessible to the learner in L2” (p. 298).
The native speaker fallacy. Concerning the second fallacy, Braine (2013), citing
Kramsch18, claimed that Native Speakers do not necessarily speak the flawless, standardized
version of their language because “their speech is influenced by geography, occupation, age,
and social status” (p. XV). Besides, Thomas (1999) mentioned that some EFL students were
prone to be prejudicious due to prior experience with incompetent, barely proficient English
teachers in their own countries. However, he also alleged that as students have more
qualified, competent, non-native teachers, they change their mind and value the teachers’
capacity to understand their language problems.
To Medgyes (1996), NNESTs can be good learning models for students due to their
own experience learning English as a second language. Therefore, they have already
implemented language-learning strategies for themselves and are likely to empathize more
with students' difficulties and needs.

18

Kramsch, C. (1997). The privilege of the normative speaker. PMLA, 112, 359–369.
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Teacher Training
Several scholars and researchers have attempted to establish what composes the basic
knowledge teachers need to teach. Santaella (2000), based on the concept of practical
knowledge —described by Elbaz (1983, 1988)19 as a series of mental imagery that the teacher
builds up through experience—, considers that there are six categories within it:
a) General pedagogical knowledge: ideas, beliefs, and abilities related to teaching
(Grossman20, 1990).
b) Knowledge of subject: knowledge about main concepts in a field and their
relationship among them (Grossman et al.,21 1989).
c) Didactic knowledge of the subject: specific knowledge of the subject regarding
the process of adaptation to students and context (Grossman and
Gudmundsdottir22, 1987).
d) Curricular knowledge: knowledge about the programs and materials available to
teach the area or topic to specific levels (Grossman, 1990).
e) Contextual and situational knowledge: related to the process of adjustment of
teachers’ knowledge and didactic principles (Grossman, 1990; Eraut23, 1994).

19

Elbaz, F. (1983). Teacher thinking: A study of practical knowledge. Croom Helm.
Elbaz, F. (1988). Cuestiones en el estudio del conocimiento de los profesores. In L.M. Villar Angulo
(Ed.), Conocimiento, creencias y teorías de los profesores.
20
Grossman, P. (1990). The making of a teacher: teacher knowledge and teacher education. Teacher’s
College Press.
21
Grossman, P. L.; Wilson, S. M., & Shulman, L. S. (1989). Teachers of substance: Subject matter
knowledge for teaching”. In M.C. Reynolds, Knowledge base for the beginning teacher (pp. 23-36). Pergamon
Press
22
Grossman, P. L. & Gudmundsdottir, S. (1987). Teachers and texts: An expert/novice comparison in
English. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the A.E.R.A Washington, USA.
23
Eraut, M. (1994). Developing professional knowledge and competence. The Falmer Press.
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f) Metacognitive knowledge: related to the processes the teacher completes to
practice their profession through personal reflection and self-awareness
(Calderhead24, 1987, 1989).
Complementarily, Freeman (1989) stated that language teaching could be understood
as a decision-making process that should contemplate teacher’s attitude, defined as the
stance one adopts toward oneself, the activity of teaching, and the learners one engages in the
teaching/learning process (p. 32).
On the other hand, Ellis (2012) offers five elements to take into account when
researching the L2 classroom, which fit into Santaella’s proposal:
1. Teacher-talk: the teacher’s adaptation of his/her speech in terms of complexity,
volume and speed when talking to students (p. 117).
2. Teacher questions: According to Long and Sato (1984), there is a taxonomy of
questions that teachers frequently ask in the classroom:
Table 1
Taxonomy of teachers ‘questions25
Type

Purpose

1. Echoic

Ask for repetition or confirmation.

2. Epistemic

Acquire information.

a. Referential

Provide contextual information about situations, relationships, events.

b. Evaluative

Establish students’ knowledge.

3. Expressive

Convey attitudinal information to the student.

4. Social Control

Exert authority by controlling the discourse.

a. Attentional

Take over the discourse.

b. Verbosity

Sustain a conversation or show politeness.

Note: Adapted from Ellis (2012, p. 122)
24
Calderhead, J. (1987). Cognition and metacognition in teachers' professional development.
Washington: Paper presented at the annual meeting of A.E.R.A.
Calderhead, J. (1988). Teachers' Professional Learning. London: The Falmer Press.
25
For an extended description of this taxonomy, check Long and Sato (1984). Methodological issues in
interlanguage studies: An interactionist perspective. Interlanguage, 253279.
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3. Teachers’ use of the learners’ first language (L1): Ellis, citing Polio and Duff
(1994)26, said that the learner’s L1 use could have a variety of functions in the
classroom: classroom administrative vocabulary, grammar instruction, classroom
management interpersonal and rapport building, practicing English, unknown
vocabulary/ translation, lack of comprehension, and interactive effect.
4. The teachers’ use of metalanguage: teachers’ knowledge about technical
terminology to describe language (Ellis, 1994).27
5. Corrective Feedback: According to Ellis, Lyster and Ranta (1997) divided this
concept into two dimensions: Implicit (recast, repetition and clarification request)
and Explicit (explicit, metalinguistic clue or elicitation) or Input-providing (teacher
correction) or Output-prompting (Self-correction or peer-correction).
Besides, Harmer (2007) offers some other aspects to consider about the practice of
English language teaching that complement Ellis’s, Freeman’s, and Santaella’s elements:
•

Language levels: The Council of Europe and the Association of Language Tester of
Europe (ALTE) through the CEFR have determined “can do” statements to specify
what learners should be able to demonstrate by a certain moment of the learning
process or level. Those levels range from A1 to C2 or beginner, intermediate and
advanced. Teachers should adapt content and activities according to the level (p. 95).

•

Grouping students: There are many possibilities for a teacher to organize or group
students in the classroom. Some of the options are whole-class, individual work, pair
work, or groups (p. 161).

26

For further explanation on L1 uses in the classroom, check Polio and Duff (1994). Teachers'
language use in university foreign language classrooms: A qualitative analysis of English and target language
alternation. The Modern Language Journal, 78(3), 313-326.
27
Ellis, R. (1994). A theory of instructed second language acquisition. Implicit and explicit learning of
languages, 726.
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Language skills: refers to the way in which the language is used. Those skills can
be productive (speaking and writing) or receptive (reading, writing) (p. 265).

•

Learning Resources: board, computer, realia, books, pictures, or videos (among
others) that serve as tools for learning and discovery (p. 176).

•

Evaluation: it is used to measure students’ abilities at the beginning, during, or at
the end of their learning process. It can either be summative or formative (p. 379).

•

Rapport: refers to “the relationship that the teacher has with the students and vice
versa” (p. 113). It depends on classroom interaction rather than knowledge.
Bellow, the present research study proposes a model of integration of Santaella’s,

Freeman’s, Ellis’, and Harmer’s terms, which is illustrated in Figure 1 below. That model
considers Santaella’s (2000) categories of Practical Knowledge (General Pedagogical
Knowledge, Knowledge of the Subject, Didactic Knowledge of the Subject, Curricular
Knowledge, Contextual and Situational Knowledge, and Metacognitive Knowledge), along
with Freeman’s concept of attitude, as the axis. The category of Knowledge of Subject is
enriched by Harmer’s (2007) description of language skills and Ellis’ (2012) notion of
teachers’ use of metalanguage. Complementing the category of Curricular Knowledge,
Harmer (2007) offered the distinction among language levels. Likewise, the category
General Pedagogical Knowledge, Ellis’ (2012) ideas about corrective feedback and teachers’
questions, and Harmer’s (2007) concept of evaluation. Ellis’ (2012) notion of teachers’ talk
matches the category of Contextual and situational knowledge. The category of Didactic
knowledge of the subject is complemented on one side by Harmer’s (2007) views of grouping
students and learning tools/resources, and on the other, by and Diaz Barriga and Hernandez
Rojas’ (2002) notion of strategies where Ellis’s element of teachers’ use of L1 is key.
Finally, Harmer’s (2007) idea of rapport matches Freeman’s (1989) concept of attitude.
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Figure 1 Integration of Teacher’s Training Components.
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Note: Own resource.
*Related to the Practice-Presentation-Production (PPP) cycle. Practice: drills, repetition; and, Production:
students’ creation (Harmer, 2007)
**Teaching strategies: procedures and arrangements that the teacher use flexibly and strategically to promote
the highest quantity and quality of meaningful learning (Díaz Barriga & Hernández Rojas, 2002).

State of the Art
Several studies regarding students’ opinions and teachers’ performance have been
based on teachers’ native status and teachers’ training (see Table 2 below). On the one hand,
studies on students’ perceptions and attitudes towards their teachers –English as a foreign OR
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second language (EFL/ESL) teachers as well as Spanish as a foreign language (SFL)
teachers– oriented to teachers’ native status have been done in contexts such as schools and
universities, but not in language institutes yet. Those studies have mainly implemented openended questionnaires. On the other hand, studies on teachers’ behavior and performance
based on teachers’ native status have used video-recordings, questionnaires, and interviews
with teachers. Besides, regarding teachers’ performance based on their training, it has been
approached from theoretical and empirical perspectives involving untrained and trained
teachers.
Table 2.
State of the art summary
Topic

Students’
perceptions

Students’
perceptions

Author(s),
Year

Population
and
Instruments

Results

Barany, L.
K. S., &
Zebari, Z. T.
(2018).

One hundred
students were
surveyed at four
private
universities in
Iraq.

• Students preferred to have native English
language teachers.
• Students preferred non-native English
language when it comes to teaching them
grammar.
• Students thought that native English
language teachers were better at teaching
them speaking, pronunciation, vocabulary,
and listening.

Sung, C. C.
M. (2010).

An Open‐ended
questionnaire
was
administered to
Hong Kong
secondary
school students.

• Students show favorable attitudes towards
both NNESTs and NESTs, and that they do
not necessarily prefer NESTs over NNESTs.
• NESTs are perceived as good oral teachers
who use interesting and varied teaching
methods; they are not preferred as their
grammar teachers.
• NNESTs are considered by students to be
competent grammar teachers who show care
for them but are perceived to use less
interesting and diverse teaching methods.
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Callahan, L.
(2006).

A questionnaire
was
administered to
55 university
students: 31
students of
Spanish as FL
and 24 students
of English as
SL.

• Students believe each type of instructor has
his/her strengths.
• Students perceive little difference between
the abilities of native and non-native
instructors.
• ESL students showed a stronger preference
for native-speaker instructors overall.
• SFL students' ratings of native-speaker
instructors' performance varied in several
aspects.

Hertel, T. J.,
&
Sunderman,
G. (2009).

A questionnaire
was
administered to
292 students
enrolled in
undergraduate
Spanish courses
at a U.S.
university.
Two hundred
(200) short texts
of students at
Spanish as a
foreign
language
program in
Spain were
analyzed

• Students perceive native speaking
instructors to possess advantages regarding
pronunciation and culture, but not about the
teaching of grammar or vocabulary.

Students’
perceptions

Students’
perceptions

Gómez, P.
G. (2015).

Students’
perceptions

Árva, V., &
Medgyes, P.
(2000).

Ten (10)
teachers’
lessons were
video-recorded
language and
follow-up
interviews with
the recorded
teachers at
schools in
Hungary

Medgyes, P.
(1994)

A questionnaire
applied to 325
teachers in 11
countries

Teachers’
performance
based on
their native
status

Teachers’
performance
based on
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• Students prefer native teachers at advanced
levels.
• Students consider non-native teachers more
appropriate for kids or basic levels.
• Students consider non-native teachers as
superior in their capacity to understand their
learning difficulties.
• Students appreciate the possibility of using
L1 in the classroom.
• NESTs were fluent speakers of English, but
they were unable to emulate NESTs on any
count of English-language competence.
• NESTs represented different cultural
heritage that greatly enhanced the students'
motivation, enabling them to move at the
interface of two cultures.
• The differences in teaching style between
NESTs and non-NESTs is that although both
intended to teach their students to
communicate, they clearly had two different
kinds of commission.
Compared to NESTs, Non-NEST can:
• Provide a better learner model.
• Teach language-learning strategies more
effectively.
• Supply more information about the English
language.
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their native
status

Teachers’
performance
based on
teaching
training

Teachers’
performance
based on
teaching
training

Teachers’
performance
based on
teaching
training

OstovarNamaghi, S.
A., &
Hosseini, S.
A. (2015).

Wong, C. Y.
(2009).

Gilbertson
(2000)
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• Better anticipate and prevent language
difficulties.
• Be more sensitive to their students’ needs.
• Benefit from your ability to use the
students’ mother tongue.
A study on
• There should be a shift from recruiting
recruitment
language teachers based on their speaking
criteria by
fluency and native language towards based
presenting
on their professional performance in the
theoretical
language classroom.
perspectives and • Irrespective of their native language
empirical
background, both should be professionally
evidence.
trained in TEFL before they enter the
profession.
Eight (8)
Untrained NETs:
inexperienced
• Tend to use authentic materials versus
and untrained
traditional grammar textbooks.
NETs were
• Concern about the length of the class and
observed and
being incapable of explaining grammar and
interviewed.
vocabulary.
• NETs can be very effective if they have
enough experience and proper training.
*A study on
• All volunteer English as a Second
EnglishLanguage (ESL) instructors should be
teaching
required to participate in ESL training
volunteers who
sessions before they become primary
worked with
providers of ESL instruction.
refugees in the • Whether they are professional teachers
Midwest
with non-ESL related education or
volunteers from non-teaching backgrounds,
volunteers must be exposed to effective
ESL teaching strategies.

Note: Own resource. This table contains details regarding students’ opinions and teachers’ performance studies
based on teachers’ native status and teachers’ training.

According to the previous table, it can be said that:
a) Students’ perceptions:
•

Students prefer to be taught by non-NESTs when it comes to grammar, but
NESTs to teach language skills, pronunciation, and vocabulary.

•

Some students perceive NNESTs to use teaching methods that are less interesting
and diverse than NESTs' ones.
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Students consider NNESTs are suitable for basic levels, whereas NESTs for
advanced ones.

•

Some students appreciate NNEST’s capacity to understand their learning
difficulties and the possibility of using L1.

•

Even though both NNESTs and NESTs possess their strengths and weaknesses,
there is a stronger preference for NESTs.

b) Teachers’ performance based on the native status:
•

NESTs cultural background can be a motivational factor for students.

•

Some studies have found NNESTs incapable of competing with NESTs language
competence.

•

NNESTs can teach learning strategies, empathize with learner’s difficulties and
therefore be good learner models.

c) Teachers’ performance based on teaching training:
•

Regardless of native language, teachers should be required to have –desirably
professional– language teaching training.

•

Some untrained teachers are unable to teach grammar or vocabulary.

•

Experience can improve teachers’ performance if complemented with training.

Based on the former statements, it can be concluded that both language skills to be
taught and students’ language levels impact students’ preferences for NEST or NNEST,
which has resolved in lists of strengths to be highlighted on both NEST and NNEST, usually
emphasizing on the importance of requesting proper training irrespective teachers’ native
language.
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Theoretical Justification
Native Speaker Vs Non-Native Speaker
To Bloomfield (1933), “the first language a human learns to speak is his native
language; he is a native speaker of that language” (as cited by Davies, 2003). This idea of
native speaker considers the concept of native language -or what Michael Halliday (1978)
would later call mother tongue-. Thus, Bloomfield concluded that native speakers need to get
started at their mother’s/father’s knee. According to the previous idea, foreign or second
language learners are non-native speakers of that language and would never be able to
become a native speaker. It is to say that the “native” concept is related to nature, hence,
neither formal nor formal training would change that. However, scholars who have proposed
alternative concepts such as the intercultural speaker (Kramsch, 2001) or the multicompetent
speaker (Cook, 1995) consider the notion of linguistic imperialism, offering a wider
perspective for a speaker of English around the world.
Trained teachers Vs Untrained teachers
According to the Merriam-Webster dictionary, a teacher is “a person who instructs or
trains others.” Smith (2015) defines the concept of Untrained28 Unqualified Teachers (UUT)
as “high school graduates with no teacher certification”29. Therefore, a trained teacher is a
person with a teacher certification. In Table 3 below, some of the options to obtain a teaching
certificate to be hired as a language teacher in language institutes in Colombia are listed.

28

On the Merriam-Webster, the word untrained defines a person who is not made adept or expert by
instruction or experience.
29
Handbook of research on cross-cultural approaches to language and literacy development. IGI
Global.
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Table 3
Admissible pedagogical training certificates30
Awarded by colleges or universities*

Awarded by international organizations**

Undergraduate

- TKT (Teaching Knowledge Test)

- Technologist in education (1-2 years)

- CELTA (Certificate in Teaching English to

- Bachelor’s in education (4-5 years)

Speakers of other languages),

Graduate

- DELTA (Diploma in Teaching English to

- Specialization in education (1year)

Speakers of Other Languages)

- Master’s in education (2 years)
- Doctorate in education (5 years)

- TESOL (Teaching English to Speakers of other
languages)
- TEFL (Teaching English as a Foreign language)

Note: Own resource. || *The Ministry of National Education determines the levels of
education on article 24, Law 30 of 199231, and decree 319 of 2020 determines the
requirements and salaries for teachers working at public institutions32 .|| ** Most of the
exams, and courses are administered by Cambridge Assessment English. 33 However, TESOL
& TEFL are courses offered by several institutes around the globe.34 In addition to
pedagogical training, English language teachers are also required to certify their language
proficiency through an international test such as TOELF or IELTS. In fact, according to
Dávila (2018) this kind of certification can sometimes be more relevant when hiring teachers
than their academic preparation or professional experience (p. 29).
Research Methodology
The research line to which this research project aims to contribute, as well as the
underlying research methodology (approach, type, paradigm, techniques, and instruments),
and population are described below. The following table summarizes the research design of
this project.

30

Besides the listed options, some language institutes also accept a Diploma in education.
See article 24, Law 30 of 1992 on https://www.mineducacion.gov.co/1759/w3-article231238.html?_noredirect=1.
32
See decree 319 of 2020 on https://cutt.ly/HgdA3q7
33
See more information about Cambridge teaching certificates.
https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/teaching-english/teaching-qualifications/
34
See more information about TEFL courses https://www.tefl.org/courses/
31
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Table 4.
Research Design Matrix
Problem

Approach
Type/Design
Paradigm
Research
Question

General
Research
Objective
Specific
Research
Objectives

Research
Techniques an
Instruments
Category

In language institutes, EFL students tend to prejudge teachers’
performance, knowledge and language proficiency based on the
teachers’ first language (L1) or origin affecting students’ learning
experiences.
Qualitative
Phenomenological
Interpretive
•

What are students’ perceptions of EFL teachers at a language institute in
Colombia?
• What is the incidence of EFL teachers’ profiles on students' learning
process and teachers’ performance?
Characterize the relationship among students’ perceptions of the EFL teachers in
a language institute, their learning experiences, and teachers’ performance.
1. Identify prejudice
associated with the
native speaker status
in students'
perceptions of the
EFL teachers.

Questionnaire – 21question Survey

2. Describe EFL
teachers’ performance
based on teacher
training components
considering their
profiles and their
impact on students’
learning experiences
with them.
Non-participant
Observation –
Observation form.

3. Analyze students'
perceptions of the EFL
teachers, compared to
students' learning
experiences and to teachers’
performance establishing
convergences and
divergences.
Content analysis - Matrix

From
Based on teachers’
The relationship among
Students’ perspective performance and
categories.
based on teachers’
students’ experience:
native/non-native
- General Pedagogical
English speaker
Knowledge
status:
- Knowledge of the
- Knowledge of the
subject
Subject
-Attitude
- General Pedagogical - Didactic Knowledge
Knowledge
- Contextual and
- Didactic Knowledge Situational Knowledge
- Contextual and
- Metacognitive
Situational Context
knowledge
Note: Own resource. || This table provides a summary of the research design implemented in this
project.
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Population
In one of the largest language institutes in Colombia, from every zone –26 in total–
between 1 and 3 classes were selected at random to be observed considering the teacher’s L1
–Spanish, English, or other35– (see Figure 2 below). On the one hand, the sample is
composed of 60 EFL teachers36 (21 women and 39 men between 20-45 years old) whose
profession and pedagogical training certificates were registered on the observation form (see
Figure 3 below); on the other hand, 265 EFL students (152 women, 113 men between 12-50
years old) from levels A1 - C1 (see Figure 4 below). The number of classes observed per
level is as follows: A1: 12; A2: 10; B1:13; B2:19 (B2.1: 11 & B2.2: 8); and C1: 6. There
were 2 to 6 students per class.
Figure 2
Population – Teachers' L1

Other
20%

English
30%

English

Spanish

Bilingual (S/E)
7%

Bilingual
(S/E)
Other
Spanish
43%
Note: own resource. || Regarding teachers’ country of origin:
Spanish L1 (24-Colombia and 2-Venezuela) || English L1 (5-USA, 1-Canada, 1-Cameroon, 2-Ghana,
1-SouthAfrica, 1-Nigeria, 1-Ireland, 1-England, 3-Jaimaca, 2-India) ||* Bilingual (4-Colombia-USA)
(This is an emerging tag) || Other L1 (2-Egypt, 1-Holland, 1-Russia, 3-France, 2-Italy, 1-Sweden, 1Germany, and 1-Ukraine)

35

Out of the total national workforce of the institute, only four (4) teachers were bilingual speakers
(Spanish and English). Therefore, this feature was not considered in the survey (first instrument).
36
Twenty-seven (27) out of the 60 teachers are professionals in other areas such as medicine,
engineering, social work, biology, computer sciences, business, economy, tourism, urban planning, finances,
journalism, sociology, social communication, human resources, arts, and aviation. Besides, there is a teacher
whose higher level of education is high school. She used to work as a secretary in her hometown. || A teacher
has a master’s degree in linguistics, but it has not been homologated in Colombia.
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Figure 3
Population – Teacher’s pedagogical training certificates

17%

BA in Languages / Education

2%

TKT

17%

53%

TEFL, CELTA, TESOL
Other

11%

None

Note: own resource. || BA in Languages or Education: 32 || TKT: 7. || TEFL, CELTA, TESOL: 10. ||
OTHER: 1 (educational assistant) || None: 10.
*Teachers’ teaching training certificates and teachers’ L1: BA: Spanish L1 (26); English L1 (3);
Bilingual (1); and Other L1 (2). || TKT: English L1 (1); Bilingual (2); and Other L1 (4). || TELF:
English L1 (7); and Other L1 (2). || TESOL: English L1 (1) || CELTA: Other L1 (1). || Other: Other
L1 (1)

Figure 4
Population – Students’ level – class distribution
9%

21%

29%
17%

A1
A2
B1
B2
C1

24%

Note: own resource. || A1: 55 (27 , 28 ); A2: 46 (27 ,19 ); B1:65 (26 ,19
45 (27 ,18 ) & B2.2: 31 (7 ,1 ); and C1: 23 (18 ,5 ).

); B2:76 (B2.1:

Research Line, Approach, Type and Paradigm
Research Line
This project is connected to the Education, Language, and Communication research
line proposed by La Salle University on the institutional booklet 64 in 2016. This line aims to
analyze how social and cultural processes impact learning, development, and education.
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Moran (2001) claimed there are five scopes of culture: products, practices, perspectives,
communities, and persons. He defined culture as:
An evolving way of life of a group of persons, consisting of a shared set of practices
associated with a shared set of products, based upon a shared set of perspectives on the
world and set within specific social contexts. (p. 24)
In the present study, students’ perception of the EFL teachers is the main unit of
analysis. Since perceptions are representations of people’s beliefs, that means they form part
of the culture of learning (Kalaja & Barcelos, 2007).
According to the principles of this research line, the human being is seen as an active
agent who can be affected and modified by external factors, yet able to react, re-semanticize,
and create new ways of expression. Therefore, this project’s target is to offer active agents of
education (teachers and students) an analysis of the existing beliefs within the ELT
community.
Approach: Qualitative
This research follows a qualitative approach, which according to Cohen, Manion, and
Morrison (2011), “provides an in-depth, intricate, detailed understanding of meanings,
actions, non-observable as well as observable phenomena, attitudes, intentions, and
behaviors.”
Type/Design: Phenomenological
Husserl, quoted by Cohen et al. (2011), claims that this type of research’s objective is
“the dismembering of the constitution of objects in such a way as to free us from all
preconceptions about the world” (p. 18). Besides, Sampieri, Collado, Lucio, Valencia, and
Torres (2014) claim that the main purpose of a phenomenological research design is to
explore, describe, and comprehend people’s experience in regard to a phenomenon and to
discover the common elements of such experiences (p. 493). Furthermore, researchers, who
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implement this design, work directly with participants’ statements and experiences.
Likewise, it is based on discourse analysis and the search for its possible meanings and roots.
Paradigm: Interpretive
According to Cohen et al. (2011), the interpretive paradigm is characterized by a
concern for the individual; the main endeavor of this paradigm type is to understand the
subjective world of human experience. Besides, this paradigm aims at explaining the meaning
and reasons for people’s actions and beliefs.
Techniques and Instruments
Questionnaire
It is used for collecting survey information and often numerical data (Cohen et al.,
2011, p. 377). Multiple choice and rank order questions were implemented. EFL students
were surveyed – through a 16-question instrument – to collect data about their preference and
perception of EFL teachers under the category of native English speaker status. Therefore,
most of the questions provided students with situations in their learning process where they
should choose among four (4) options or combinations of those options and explain their
choice. The options were:
a) Native English Speakers–referring to people who were born in countries were
English is their official language.
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)37 –meaning people from countries whose
native language is not English but Russian or Italian–.

37

Most of the students assume all foreign teachers are native English speakers; unless a strong accent
or language proficiency deficiency indicates the opposite. However, students clearly distinguish between
foreigners who come from Spanish speaking countries and those who come from either English-speaking
countries or countries whose official language is different from Spanish or English. Therefore, teachers coming
from Spanish-speaking countries (i.e., Argentina, Venezuela, or Spain) are not really considered foreigners by
the students.
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c) Native Spanish Speakers –referring to people from Colombia or other Latin
American countries where Spanish is the official language.
d) Any of them.
These situations were settled in terms of levels, skills, and activities that are usually
part of the EFL classes and were based on several teacher’s training components –proposed
by Santaella (2000), Freeman (1989), Ellis (2012), and Harmer (2007)–; as well as literature
review findings (See Table 5 below for specific categories and questions). This survey was
first piloted with a group of ten people, and based on that, the questions were written in
Spanish and English for a better understanding of them.
Table 5.
Survey form: Categories and questions.
Category
NA

Native Vs.
non-native

Subcategory
Statistic data

Personal
preference**

Questions*
1) Current level (A1, A2, B1, B2 or C1)
2) If I could choose, I would like to have ___________ as my
English teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
3) Why did you select the previous option(s)?
4) I consider it more beneficial for students at beginning levels
to have classes with ________.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
5) Why did you select the previous option(s)?

Curricular
knowledge

Learner's
Language
Level

6) I consider it more beneficial for students at intermediate
levels to have classes with _________.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
7) Why did you select the previous option(s)?
8) I consider it more beneficial for students at advanced levels to
have classes with ________
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
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c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
9)
T's use of
Metalanguage

Knowledge
of the
subject
Language
Skills

General

General
pedagogical
knowledge
Evaluation

Didactic
knowledge

Activities

Why did you select the previous option(s)?

10) When I have a class about grammar, I prefer _ as my
teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
11) When I have a class about writing, I prefer ___ as my
teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
12) When I have a class about listening, I prefer _ as my
teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
13) When I have a class about speaking, I prefer _ as my
teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
14) When I have a class about reading, I prefer __ as my
teachers.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
15) A good English teacher should be trained to teach.
a) Totally agree
b) Partially agree
c) Not sure
d) Partially disagree
e) Totally disagree
16) I prefer to be assessed/evaluated by __________
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
17) Why did you select the previous option(s)?
18) I think ______________ display more variety of activities
and strategies in the classroom.
a) Native English speakers
b) Speakers of other languages (foreigners)
c) Spanish speakers
d) Any of them
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talk
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19) I have felt frustrated when my Native English speakers or
English Speakers of other languages (Foreigners) do not get
what I say because they do not speak my language.
a) Never
b) Sometimes
c) Always
d) Only at the beginning
20) I have felt disappointed because my Spanish speaker teachers
don't have a native-like accent.
a) Never
b) Sometimes
c) Always
d) Only at the beginning
21) Rank the following teachers’ characteristics in order of
importance for you.
[1 (Most important] [4 Least important])
a) Teachers’ activities and strategies
b) Teachers’ knowledge about target language culture
(American/British)
c) Teachers’ ability to explain grammar
d) Teachers’ language level (accent, fluency, vocabulary)

Note: Own resource. || All the questions in this survey attempt to identify prejudice on students' perceptions of
the EFL teachers based on teachers’ native speaker status. || *Questions 3, 5, 7, 9, 17, and 18 are open
questions. || **According to the literature review, students tend to prefer NESTs over non-NESTs. || ***
According to the literature review, the accent is a factor that influences the perception of language competence.

Non-Participant Observation
The researcher does not participate in the classes (Pick de Weiss & López, 1994).
Classes were registered on an observation form designed based on Rod Ellis’(2012) theory
about common approaches to researching the L2 classroom and Jeremy Harmer’s (2007) key
elements of the practice of English language teaching which are displayed in Table 6 below.
Additionally, EFL teachers’ profiles and students’ comments were reported on the form as
well. This form was piloted in five classes, and based on students’ comments, the aspects of
Teacher Talking-Time (TTT) and Students -Talking-time (STT)38 percentages were added to
the final form.

38
This category emerged from survey and classroom observation piloting since students commented
that some teachers make them talk more, which, according to Harmer (2001), is a vital part of a teacher’s job.
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Table 6.
Class observation form
Class Observation
Level

L1
Studies/
Profession
Category *

Attitude
General
Pedagogical
knowledge

Didactic
Knowledge

Contextual and
Situational
Knowledge
General
Pedagogical
Knowledge
+
Knowledge of
the subject

I. General Information
Date

Zone

II. Teacher’s Information
Pedagogical Training Certificate

N° of
Students
Gender

III. Methodology and Resources
Criteria**
1. Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up
S-T relationships and vice versa. (rapport)

Comments

2. Teacher's questions to students.
3. Teacher's feedback to the students. (Assessing students’
performance and feedback)
4. Teacher's use of diverse strategies to convey his/her ideas and
explain concepts or words. (e.g., L1 use)
5. Classroom Management. (group, pair, or individual work)
6. Teacher's use of the board or other elements to support his
explanations.
7. Teacher's use of additional resources to complement the topics.
8. Teacher's language level. (Teacher talk)
9. Teacher's
Students'
Talking Time
Talking Time

10. Teacher's knowledge is evidenced through his/her
explanations (e.g., T’s use of metalanguage)

Metacognitive Teacher's Comments:
knowledge
IV. Students' Attendance and Comments
Students' Comments
N°
Gender
1
2
3
4
5
6
Students' Evaluation
of the Class:
Note: Own resource. || *Information about categories is not included in the observation form, but it listed here
for explanatory purposes. || ** The order of the criteria on the observation form may vary.
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Content Analysis
Bardin (1996) defined it as a set of communication analysis techniques that work by
systematic and objective procedures of message content description, allowing knowledge to
be inferred (trad. pp. 23 – 25, 1996). There are three approaches: lexical, syntactic, and
thematic. This project follows the Thematic Content Analysis approach. Bardin (1996)
proposed three steps for this type of analysis:
1) Pre-analysis: selection of the material according to the relevance, and
organization of the material for analysis by defining the unit of analysis (words,
paragraphs, or theme).
2) Material exploration: codification, decomposition, or enumeration based on the
set-up units of analysis in the previous stage. Besides, given the direction of the
units of analysis, data can be qualified according to the in-favor or disfavor with
the initial statement: (+positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent) (p. 84).
Additionally, Bardin suggests the use of cursive to point out adjectives and capital
letters when writing nouns within matrixes (p. 121).
3) Data treatment and interpretation: statistic operations that contribute to the
representation of the information through figures and tables that summarize the
content –table of statements–that will allow the researcher to draw inferences from
it while confronting the material (trad., pp. 73-84).
Data Collection Procedures
One to three39 teachers per zone were selected based on their L1. Once teachers and
classrooms were chosen, at random, one student registered for every session –usually the first
to arrive– was asked to take the survey –through Google Forms©– before entering the

39
The selected amount depended on the teachers’ availability. In some zones, there were no native
English speakers or English language speakers of other languages.
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classroom. During the sessions, the researcher took notes and registered them on the
observation form. At the end of every session, teachers were asked to leave the room so that
all students could provide their comments on the session. In Table 7 below, the activities and
weeks are briefly mentioned.
Table 7
Data Collection Stages
Week
1

Activity
Survey design

2–3

Class observation
form design

4– 18

Survey application & Class
observation

Description
A 21-question survey was designed and piloted. (See
Annex 2)
The class observation form was designed and piloted.
(See Annex 3)

60 EFL classes were observed (See Annex 4).
One student per classroom took the survey before the
class began. All the students grade the teachers’
performance –form 1-5– and provided feedback at the
end of the class through comments.
Note: Own resource. || This table shows the stages of data collection that took place in this project.

Findings, Analysis, and Interpretation
Data Analysis Procedures
On the one hand, according to the first research objective of this study, the survey
responses were filtered in terms of students’ preference of EFL teachers and students’
opinions and suggestions per level. Pie charts (general) and bar graphs (per level) illustrate
data resulting from closed questions. Tables of statements that synthesize the table of
responses (see Annexes 7-12) with color-marked recurrences and units of analysis40–
described in the previous chapter– display information from open questions41, that would
contribute to information analysis and interpretation following the content analysis technique
proposed by Bardin (1996). On the other hand, given the second objective of this project,
class observations were filtered considering teachers’ L1 and teachers’ pedagogical training

40

See Annex 7, 8, 9, and 10 for those tables of responses.
Colors used in every response table mean to help the researcher and reader identify similarities
among responses. The use and selection of colors are not based on any yet established techniques.
41
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certificates to describe the teacher training components mentioned in Figure 1, which are
exposed on the criteria listed in Table 6 above. Several content analysis matrices following
Bardin’s techniques (1996) display data resulting from this instrument.
Later, analysis and interpretation of both instruments, survey and class observation,
are examined to characterize the relationship among students’ opinions, students’ learning
experiences, teachers’ performance, and theory on the subject matter, allowing identification
of convergences and divergences.
Table 8
Data Analysis stages: Bardin’s model
Week

Activity

20 – 24

Pre-analysis

Description
a) Survey: Based on the categories established in
Table 5 (category-instrument) and Table 9
(category, subcategory, and segment), organization
of the data collected within a matrix (see Annex 5),
data reading, and establishment of units of analysis
were performed. Given the little amount of
information to process from this instrument (four
(4) open questions), pre-analysis and material
exploration stages were performed within the same
matrices (check Annexes 7 to12).
b) Class observation: Based on the categories
established in Table 6 (category-instrument) and
Table 16 (category, subcategory, and segment),
registration of the data collected from class
observations in a matrix (see Annex 6), data
reading, and establishment of units of analysis were
performed. Given the large amount of information
to process from this instrument (six hundred sixty
660 answers), this stage was performed within
different matrices (check Annexes 13 to 53).
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a) Survey: Codification of the data within tables –
colors are used to identify common themes (check
Annexes 7 to 12).
25 – 32

Material exploration
b) Class observation: Codification of the data
within matrices of content analysis that include
direction conventions and number of recurrences
(check annexes 54 to 64).
a) Survey: representation of data through graphics
(figures 5 to 36) and tables (11 to 15), which put
units of analysis together to create statements for
further interpretation.

33 – 42

Data treatment and
interpretation

b) Class observation: representation of data
through tables (17 to27) for further interpretation.
c) Inference of the relationship between the
material selected (students’ perception, learning
experience, and teachers’ performance) and theory
on the subject matter.

Note: own resource. || Categories of analysis are taken from figure 1 (Integration of teaching training
components). || The analysis and interpretation of the data are aligned with the content analysis
technique proposed by Bardin (1996).

Students’ Perceptions and Preferences: Survey Findings, Analysis, and Interpretation
In this section, data resulting from the survey is processed per category, subcategory,
and segment listed in Table 9 below42, which were previously established in Table 543. Below
every question, there will be two types of graphic organizers –pie charts for general
information and bar charts for information per level–, as well as tables of statements. The
colors displayed in every graphic related to the native status of the teachers –Native English
speakers, Speakers of other languages (foreigners), Spanish speakers, and Any of them – is
exposed in Table 10 below which means to help the reader identify the EFL teacher (tag)
faster–. As a matter of fact, students combined some of the pre-established options provoking
42

Table 9 displays the categories and subcategories established in Table 5 above and replaces the
questions with segments based on questions' options or the questions' critical concept.
43
Table 5 includes the survey questions as such, which were associated with categories and
subcategories.
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the emergence of extra categories: Spanish Speakers + Native English Speakers, Spanish
Speakers and Speakers of other languages, and Native English Speakers + Speakers of other
languages. Throughout this section, findings will be contrasted with the literature review and
background information presented before.
Table 9
Survey: categories, subcategories, and segments
Category
1. Native vs
Non-native
2. Curricular
Knowledge

1.1. Students’ Personal
preference
2.2. Language level

3.1. T's use of Metalanguage

3.1.1. Grammar instruction

3.2. Language skills

5. Didactic
knowledge
6. Contextual
and situational
context
7. General /
Mixed

1.1.1. General students’ preference
2.2.1. Beginning levels
2.2.2. Intermediate levels
2.2.3. Advanced levels

3. Knowledge
of the subject

4. General
pedagogical
knowledge

Segment – Subsegments

Subcategory

3.2.1. Writing instruction
3.2.2. Listening instruction
3.2.3. Speaking instruction
3.2.4. Reading instruction

4.1. Pedagogical training

4.1.1. Importance

4.2. Evaluation

4.2.1. Preference

5.1. Activities

5.1.1. Variety

6.1. Teachers’ talk

6.1.1. Communication/Understanding
6.1.2. Accent

7.1. Preferred teachers’
characteristic

•
•
•
•

Activities and strategies
Knowledge about the culture
Teachers’ proficiency
Ability to explain

Note: Own resource. || All aspects of this table match with the Teacher’s Training components (Figure
1) proposed in the literature review section and Survey form: categories and questions (Table 5)
described in the research methodology.
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Table 10
Survey: Abbreviations and color conventions
SS
Spanish Speakers

NES
SOL
Any
Native English
Speakers of Other
Any of them
Speakers
Languages
SS + SOL*
SS + NES*
NES + SOL*
(Spanish Speakers +
(Spanish Speakers +
(Native English Speakers +
Speakers of Other
Native English Speakers)
Speakers of Other
Languages)
Languages)
Note: Own resource. || Colors used in this chart will be found along throughout all pie and bar charts.
|| Categories SS, NES, SOL, and Any correspond to the options given to students. || *The categories
SS+SOL, +SS+NES, and NES+SOL emerged as students had the possibility to make combinations
between the original options.

Statistical Data
Q1: Current level: Most surveyed students were at the B1 level and the A1 level.
Based on the criteria beginner, intermediate, and advanced, it can be said that 37% were at
beginning levels (A1-A2), 40% were at intermediate levels (B1 – B2.1), and 23% were at
advanced levels (B2.2 -C1)44 –see figure 5–.
Figure 5
Surveyed students’ level
10%
20%
13%

17%
18%

A1

A2

B1

B2.1

B2.2

C1

22%
Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column A). || A1: 12; A2: 10; B1:13; B2:19 (B2.1: 11 &
B2.2: 8); and C1: 6.

Category 1. Native Vs. Non-native
1.1. Students’ Personal Preference

44
Even though the CEFR considers the B2 level as intermediate, given that institute divides that level
into two, only B2.1 will be taken as intermediate while B2.2, as advanced.
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1.1.1. General Students’ Preference
Q2: If I could choose, I would like to have ___________ as my English teachers.
General. Most students would like to have classes with both SS and NES. However,
the percentages suggest that NES teachers are their favorites, similar to Barany’s (2018) and
Callahan’s (2006) studies applied in universities (see Figure 6 below).
Figure 6
Students ‘General Preference

10%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

13%

27%

36%
7% 7%

0%
Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column B). || SS: 8 || NES: 16|| SOL: 4 || Any: 4 || SS+SOL:
0|| SS+NES: 22 || NES+SOL: 6

Per level. Most students tend to accept having classes with any teacher, although at
advanced levels (B2.1 and C1), no one expresses to specifically prefer Spanish speakers.
Besides, NES teachers are as preferable as any of them (see Figure 7 below).
Figure 7.
Students’ Preference per level
C1
B2.2
B2.1
B1
A2
A1
0

2
SS

NES

4
SOL

6
Any of them

8

10

SS+SOL

SS+NES

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column B filtered by column A).

12
NES+SOL

14
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Q3: Why did you select the previous option(s)?
Students who prefer SS consider they can help them to learn easier due to the
common ground –likewise, Medgyes (1994) had stated that NNEST find the use of L1
beneficial–. However, students who prefer NES teachers express it is better not to use
Spanish in the classroom –such an idea matches the 1st tenet related to monolingual
instruction–. NES are also seen as more knowledgeable –Rintell et al. (1989) stated this
perception might be just an idealization–, and the fact of coming from other countries means
they can share their culture –Árva and Medgyes (2000) had already pointed out culture as a
motivational factor–. Likewise, SOL teachers are valued for their country of origin and are
also considered to have a better command of the language. Interestingly, students recognize
SOL can be learner models, just as Medgyes (1994) had resolved –one of the few comments
that evidence students’ ability to distinguish between NES and SOL says: “A foreigner would
be the same as a Colombian teacher” (A1 student who prefers being taught by NES).
On the other hand, students who express any of them would be good for them stress
on the importance of speaking “good” English and demonstrating passion and dedication
about teaching to contribute to their learning process regardless of their native language (see
Table 11 below).
Table 11
Students’ reasons for their preferences in Question 2

-

Spanish Speakers
SS
Ts explain better than NES
and SOL.
Students learn easier with
SS.
Students identify
themselves with them.
Students appreciate the
possibility to use Spanish
and relate new words.

-

Native English Speakers
NES
Ts have more knowledge,
vocabulary than SS or SOL.
Ts can share about their
culture.
Ts do not use Spanish.
Students’ appreciate the
possibility they adapt to their
accent.
Ts are more exigent than SS
and SOL.

Speakers of Other Languages
SOL
- Ts have a better command of
the language than SS.
- Ts learned the language as
well.
- Ts can teach about the use of
language in other countries.
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Any of them
- Being a native speaker or not does not matter when it comes to teaching.
- Teachers must have the “call” and be dedicated.
- They should speak good English.
- Every teacher can contribute to the students’ process.
Note: Own resource based on Annex 7 (students’ responses with color marked recurrences).

Category 2. Curricular Knowledge
2.2. Language Level
2.2.1. Beginning Levels
Q4: I consider it more beneficial for students at beginning levels to have classes with
______________.
General. Most students consider Spanish speaker teachers are the best options for
beginner levels, which holds with Gómez’s (2015) study on students of Spanish as an FL.
However, some students who suggest any of them would be good as well because they
consider being a native speaker of a particular language does not matter when it comes to
teaching –which is similar to Maum’s (2002) ideas (see Figure 8 below).
Figure 8
Students’ general recommendation for beginning levels.
0%
0%
20%

3%

7%
5%

65%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column D). || SS: 39 || NES: 3|| SOL: 0 || Any: 12 || SS+SOL:
2 || SS+NES: 0 || NES+SOL: 0

Per level. SS receive half of the total votes per level. (See figure 9)
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Figure 9
Students’ recommendation based on their level for beginning levels.
C1
B2.2
B2.1
B1
A2
A1
0

2
SS

NES

4
SOL

6
Any of them

8

10

SS+SOL

SS+NES

12

14

NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column D filtered by column A).

Q5: Why did you select the previous option(s)?
Students who recommend SS claim the use of Spanish can be beneficial in the
classrooms since students might not have enough vocabulary to express themselves and
understand others, besides, SS’s accent is not as challenging as NES’s. Similarly, SOLs are
perceived to have an understandable accent, and their experiences as language learners are
appreciated. On the other hand, NESs are considered more knowledgeable and able to
provide the best learning environment. Finally, students who express any of them would be
suitable for these levels suggest that getting used to different accents is necessary since the
beginning (See Table 12 below).
Table 12
Students’ reasons for their preferences in Question 4.
Spanish Speakers
SS

Native English
Speakers
NES

Speakers of Other
Languages
SOL
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- Ts can use Spanish to explain if necessary
and relate new words.
- Students’ find them easier to understand and
consider they learn more.
- Students do not have much vocabulary, and
therefore understanding others could be
difficult.
- Students can ask questions in case they do
not understand.
- It is a good while they get used to the sound
of the language.

-

-

Ts have more
knowledge
than SS or
SOL.
Ts provide the
best learning
environment.

- Ts learned the
language as well.
- Students will have
to avoid thinking
in Spanish.
- T’s accent is not as
difficult as NES’s

Any of them
- Try to integrate difficulties.
-Students can get used to different accents from the beginning.
Note: Own resource based on Annex 8 (students’ responses with color marked recurrences).

2.2.2. Intermediate Levels
Q6: I consider it more beneficial for students at intermediate levels to have classes
with _________.
General. Most students suggest NES and SOL would be a good option for
intermediate levels. Likewise, a big percentage of the students consider any of them would be
okay (see Figure 10 below)
Figure 10
Students’ general recommendation for intermediate levels
5%
30%

18%

11%
7%
2%

27%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column F). || SS: 3 || NES: 11|| SOL: 7 || Any: 16 || SS+SOL:
1|| SS+NES: 4 || NES+SOL: 18

Per level. Most Students at advanced levels suggest any of them is fine, whereas
students at intermediate and beginner levels consider NES and SOL are the best options.
Only some students at beginner levels vote specifically for SS (see Figure 11 below).
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Figure 11
Students’ recommendation based on their level for intermediate levels.
C1
B2.2
B2.1
B1
A2
A1
0

2
SS

NES

4
SOL

6
Any of them

8

10

SS+SOL

SS+NES

12

14

NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column G filtered by column A).

Q7: Why did you select the previous option(s)?
Students who selected SS suggested that Spanish in the classroom can be necessary
for some explanations. Besides, SS promote an environment of confidence. That sense of
confidence might come from students’ possibility to express doubts and asks for clarification,
as Stern (1992) had mentioned.
Likewise, students who selected NES and SOL, and students, who selected any of
them, claim learners should be up to interact with all teachers since they already have some
basis and get used to different accents. Students see NES as the teachers who have the “real”
accent –Hertel and Sunderman (2009) had also called attention to NES’s pronunciation– and
know vocabulary the most (see Table 13 below). Besides, students do not want to use
Spanish –in that sense, students veto the use of the L1 in the classroom as does the Direct
Method (Richards & Rodgers, 2014)–, so in that way, all teachers can provide the same
learning opportunities.
Table 13
Students’ reasons for their preferences in Question 6
Spanish Speakers
SS

Native English Speakers
NES

Speakers of Other
Languages
SOL
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- Ts have more knowledge about
the language and provide more
vocabulary.
- T’s accent is real.
- Students consider at that point
they are ready for the challenge.
- Students want to get used to the
accent and pronunciation.
Any of them

- Students consider at that
point they are ready for the
challenge.
- Ts can share their culture.
- Students can get familiar
with different accents.

- All teachers can provide same learning opportunities.
- Students want to get used to different accents and train their listening skills.
- Students a.re ready for any level of difficulty.
- Students want to be challenged.
Note: Own resource based on Annex 9 (students’ responses with color marked recurrences).

2.2.3. Advanced Levels
Q8: I consider it more beneficial for students at advanced levels to have classes with.
General. Half of the surveyed students selected NES as the most beneficial for advanced
levels – which Gómez’s (2015) study had resolved as well–, followed by 28% of students
who selected NES and SOL, and only 15% percent who selected any of them. Just one
student voted specifically for SS (see Figure 12 below).
Figure 12
Students’ general recommendation for advanced levels
2%

SS

28%

NES
SOL
50%

0%
15%
0%

Any
SS+SOL

5%

SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column H). || SS: 1 || NES: 30|| SOL: 3 || Any: 9 ||
SS+SOL: 0|| SS+NES: 0 || NES+SOL: 17. Per level. Among all levels, the predominant

selection is NES. Students at the most advanced level of the institute do not consider SS as a
suitable option.
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Figure 13
Students’ recommendation based on their level for advanced levels
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column H filtered by column A)

Q9: Why did you select the previous option(s)?
The only student who selected SS claim they know how to teach. Students, who
selected NES and SOL, consider students at this level are ready to interact totally in English,
so they do not want to use Spanish during the classes, and therefore any of the teachers can
provide equal opportunities for learning, especially for speaking in the classroom. Once
again, the factor of getting used to their accent is emphasized. Besides, NES are perceived to
be able to promote “normal conversations” and to have more knowledge about vocabulary
and expressions –similar to what Barany and Zebari (2018) found in their study in Iraq– (see
Table 14 below).
Table 14
Students’ reasons for their preferences in Question 8
Spanish
Speakers
SS
- Ts know
how to
teach

Native English Speakers
NES

Speakers of Other Languages
SOL

- Students consider at that point they are
ready to interact with them.
- Ts have more knowledge about the
language and provide more vocabulary
and expressions.
- T’s accent is real and can model normal
conversations.
- Students want to get used to the accent
and pronunciation.

- Students consider at that point they
are ready to interact with them.
- Students can get familiar with
different accents.
- Students want to be challenged.
- Ts can share their culture.
- Ts have students to talk.
- Students do not want to use
Spanish in the class.
- Ts can display a variety of accents.
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- Students do not want to use Spanish in
the class.
- Ts have students to talk.
Any of them
- All teachers can provide same learning opportunities.
- Students are ready for any level of difficulty.
- Students don’t’ want to use Spanish.
Students want to talk in English as much as possible.
Note: Own resource based on Annex 10 (students’ responses with color marked recurrences).

Category 3. Knowledge of the Subject
3.1. T's Use of Metalanguage
3.1.1. Grammar Instruction
Q10: When I have a class about grammar, I prefer ___________ as my teachers.
General. Students’ preferences are mainly divided into two: those who prefer SS
(35%) – just like Sung (2010), Hertel and Sunderman (2009), and Barany and Zebari (2018)
had concluded in their research– and those who chose any of them (40%) (See Figure 14
below).
Figure 14
Students’ general preference about grammar instruction
3%

2%
5%

35%
40%
12%
3%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column J). || SS: 21|| NES: 7|| SOL: 2 || Any: 24 || SS+SOL:
3|| SS+NES: 1|| NES+SOL: 2

Per level. Students at beginner and intermediate levels mainly prefer SS.
Nevertheless, students at advanced levels consider any of them are suitable for grammar
instruction (see Figure 15 below).
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Figure 15
Students’ preference about grammar instruction per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column J filtered by column A).

3.2. Language Skills
3.2.1. Writing Instruction
Q11: When I have a class about writing, I prefer ___________ as my teachers
General. Most students do not have a particular preference when it comes to writing
instruction/classes, although 25% of students prefer SS (see Figure 16 below).
Figure 16
Students’ general preference about writing classes
3%

7%
0%

25%

45%

17%
3%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column K). || SS: 15|| NES: 10|| SOL: 2 || Any: 27 ||
SS+SOL: 0|| SS+NES: 2|| NES+SOL: 4

Per level. Students at beginner and lower intermediate levels prefer to have writing
classes with SS, whereas students at upper-intermediate and advanced levels consider any of
them is okay (see Figure 17 below).
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Figure 17
Students’ preference about writing classes per leve
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column K filtered by column A).

3.2.2. Listening Instruction
Q12: When I have a class about listening, I prefer ___________ as my teachers.
General. Most students do not have a particular preference when it comes to listening
instruction/classes. However, NES and SOL are meaningfully preferred –similar to Barany et
al.’s (2018) conclusions– (see Figure 18 below).
Figure 18
Students’ general preference about listening classes
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20%

3%

3%
38%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column L). || SS: 7|| NES: 12|| SOL: 2 || Any: 23 || SS+SOL:
2|| SS+NES: 4|| NES+SOL: 10

Per level. Only seven students at beginner and lower intermediate levels prefer to
have listening classes with SS. Most students at all levels consider any of them is okay.
However, students at the most advanced level prefer NES (see Figure 19 below).
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Figure 19
Students’ preference about listening classes per level.
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column L filtered by column A).

3.2.3. Speaking Instruction
Q13: When I have a class about speaking, I prefer ___________ as my teachers.
General. Although the student’s preference seems to be quite divided, most students
prefer to have speaking-instruction/classes with NES –similar to what Barany and Zebari
(2018) and Hertel and Sunderman (2009) had stated in their studies– (see Figure 20 below).
Figure 20
Students’ general preference about speaking classes
15%
13%
8%
2%
32%
23%
7%

SS
NES
SOL
Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column M). || SS: 8|| NES: 19|| SOL: 4 || Any: 14 || SS+SOL:
1|| SS+NES: 5|| NES+SOL: 9

Per level. Unlike students at advanced and upper-intermediate levels, students at
beginner and lower intermediate levels expressed a particular preference for SS (see Figure
21 below).
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Figure 21
Students’ preference about speaking classes per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column M filtered by column A).

3.2.4. Reading Instruction
Q14: When I have a class about reading, I prefer ___________ as my teachers.
General. Most students do not have a particular preference when it comes to reading
instruction/classes, although 18% of students prefer SS (see Figure 22 below).
Figure 22
Students’ general preference about reading classes
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18%
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8%
7%
50%

SS
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Any
SS+SOL
SS+NES
NES+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column N). || SS: 11|| NES: 5|| SOL: 4 || Any: 30|| SS+SOL:
1|| SS+NES: 3|| NES+SOL: 6

Per level. Among all levels, the predominant selection is any of them. Unlike students
at beginner and intermediate levels, students at advanced levels do not consider SS a suitable
option (see Figure 23 below).
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Figure 23
Students’ preference about reading classes per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column N filtered by column A).

Category 4. General Pedagogical Knowledge
4.1. Pedagogical Training
4.1.1. Importance
Q15: A good English teacher should be trained to teach.
General. Most students totally agree with the statement “a good English teacher
should be trained to teach”–this result concords with some of the comments collected in the
satisfaction survey that was mentioned in the problem statement section where students
pointed out the importance of knowing how to teach, as well Ostovar-Namaghi et al.’s (2015)
and Gilbertson’s (2000) studies–. However, 17% of the students who took this survey
partially disagree with the initial statement (see Figure 24 below).
Figure 24
Students’ General opinion about teaching training
0%

Totally agree

17%

Partially agree
13%
15%

55%

Not sure
Partially disagree
Totally disagree

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column O). || Totally Agree: 33 || Partially Agree: 9|| Not
Sure: 8 || Partially disagree: 10 || Totally disagree: 0
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Per level. Among all levels, totally agree seems to be predominant option (see Figure
25 below), which is consistent with students’ responses summarized in Table 11 above.
Figure 25
Students’ opinion per level about teaching training
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column O filtered by column A).

4.2. Evaluation
4.2.1. Preference
Q16: I prefer to be assessed/evaluated by _____________
General. Most students do not have a particular preference for being evaluated, although
25% prefer SS, and 22% prefer NES. (See Figure 26).
Figure 26
Students’ general preference about evaluation
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7%
2%

SS
25%

NES
SOL

41%
22%
3%

Any
SS+SOL

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column P). || SS: 15|| NES: 13|| SOL: 2|| Any: 25|| SS+SOL:
0|| SS+NES: 1|| NES+SOL: 4
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Per level. Students at beginner and lower intermediate levels prefer to be evaluated by
SS, whereas at the upper-intermediate level, NES. However, students do not have a particular
preference (see Figure 27 below).
Figure 27
Students’ preference about evaluation per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column P filtered by column A).

Q17: Why did you select the previous option(s)?
On the one hand, students who selected SS stated that they feel more comfortable and
confident because they fear not being understood by a person who does not speak their
language. Besides, students consider that SS can explain their mistakes better –that capacity
to explain those mistakes might be related to what Gómez’ (2015) found in regard to nonNES’s ability to understand students’ difficulties–.
On the other hand, students who selected NES and SOL consider that they correct
pronunciation mistakes better, and their feedback is more reliable than SSs’ one –one of the
students’ comment, who attests to Chomsky’s (1965) idea of the native speaker as the
most/only reliable source of knowledge, or in this case evaluator, says: “Because a native
teacher will always be the best option to learn English” (B2.1. student who prefers NES to
assess him/her)–. Besides, taking for granted that a foreigner’s pronunciation is better than a
local’s one, and even more saying that this lies on “obvious” reasons might be either be
supported by Hinkel’s (2011) notion of the insider and the outsider or founded on colonialist
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beliefs. Finally, students who selected any on them claim that teachers’ native language is not
relevant, but their knowledge and feedback. However, better pronunciation is again
highlighted as a unique feature of NES and SOL (see Table 15 below).
Table 15
Students’ reasons for their preferences in Question 16
Spanish Speakers
SS
➢
Ts can correct better
and explain their mistakes.
➢
Students feel more
comfortable and confident.
➢
Ts might understand
what they meant due to the
common native language.
➢
Students fear not
being understood by
foreigners.

Native English Speakers
NES
- Ts have more
knowledge about the
language than SS or
SOL.
- Feedback is better if it
comes from them.
- T’s corrections go
beyond grammar issues.
- Ts can correct
pronunciation mistakes
that SS cannot.

Speakers of Other Languages
SOL
➢ Ts can help students improve
their level.
➢ Students do not want to use
Spanish in the class.
➢ Ts can correct pronunciation
mistakes that SS cannot.

Any of them
Being a native speaker does not matter when it comes to evaluating.
- Teachers must be knowledgeable and provide accurate feedback on students’ mistakes.
-NES and SOL have better pronunciation for apparent reasons.
- Students do not want to use Spanish.
Note: Own resource based on Annex 11 (students’ responses with color marked recurrences).

Category 5. Didactic Knowledge
5.1. Activities
5.1.2. Variety
Q18: I think __________ display more variety of activities and strategies in the
classroom.
General. Most students perceive that SS display more variety of activities in the
classroom –just the opposite of what Sung (2010) found in his study in secondary schools of
Hong Kong–. Although, students perceive any of them the same way (see Figure 28 below).
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Figure 28
Students’ general opinion about variety displayed
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column R). || SS: 25|| NES: 1|| SOL: 4|| Any: 24|| SS+SOL:
2|| SS+NES: 2|| NES+SOL: 2

Per level. Students at all levels perceive that any teacher display a good variety of
activities in the classroom, but especially SS (see Figure 29 below).
Figure 29
Students’ opinion per level about variety displayed
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column R filtered by column A).

Category 6. Contextual and Situational Context
6.1. Teachers’ Talk
6.1.1. Communication/Understanding
Q19. I have felt frustrated when teachers do not speak Spanish.
General. Most students (63%) express that they have never felt frustrated because the
teachers do not speak Spanish in the class. 20% of the students said they experienced
frustration only at the beginning (see Figure 30 below).
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Figure 30
Students’ general feeling of frustration because teachers do not use Spanish.
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column S). || Never: 37|| Sometimes: 10 || Only at the
beginning: 12|| Always: 0

Per level. Students at beginner levels claim that they have never experienced
frustration because the teachers do not speak Spanish. However, several students at
intermediate and advance levels express that they have felt frustrated sometimes or only at
the beginning (see Figure 31 below).
Figure 31
Students’ feeling frustration because teachers do not use Spanish per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column S filtered by column A).

6.1.2. Accent
Q20: I have felt disappointed because my Spanish speaker teachers do not have a
native-like accent.
General. Most students express that they have never felt disappointed because of SS’s
accent, but 25% have –which might have probably been the case of the students who
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complain about teachers’ accents in the situational survey mentioned in the problem
statement section. Likewise, Lippi-Green (1997) had called attention to the diminishment
non-native-like accents suffer – (see Figure 32 below). One of the students’ responses that
stands as proof of students’ prejudicial ideas on teachers concerning teachers’ accent says:
“Because, despite not being their native language, the teachers who learned English are
stricter about grammar rules. And, NES and SOL have a better pronunciation for obvious
reasons” (A1 student who has no particular preference when it comes to being evaluated).
Figure 32
Students’ general feeling of disappointment because of teachers’ accent
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column T). || Never: 45|| Sometimes: 15 || Only at the
beginning: 0|| Always: 0

Per level. Students at upper-intermediate and advanced levels express they sometimes
have felt disappointed with SS’s accent (see Figure 33 below).
Figure 33
Students’ feeling of disappointment because of teachers’ accent per level
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Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column T filtered by column A).
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Category 7. General / Mixed
7.1. Preferred Teachers’ Characteristic
Q21: Rank the following teachers’ characteristics in order of importance for you. [1
(Most important] [4 Least important])
a. Teachers’ activities and strategies
b. Teachers’ knowledge about target language culture (American/British)
c. Teachers’ ability to explain grammar
d. Teachers’ language level (accent, fluency, vocabulary)
General. Most students consider T’s level (accent, fluency, and vocabulary) to be the
most important teacher’s feature, followed by T’s ability to explain grammar, then T’s
activities and strategies, and finally T’s knowledge about American/British culture (see
Figure 34 below). Also, check Annex 12 for the ranking of recurrences.
Figure 34
Most Important T’s characteristics for students in general
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Note: Own resource based on annex 12 (ranking of responses).

Per level. Regarding the most important teachers’ feature: A1 students consider T’s
ability to explain grammar as the most important teacher feature and perceive T’s language
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level and T’s activities and strategies equally. A2 students consider T’s activities and
strategies to be the most valuable feature and perceive T’s language level in second place.
Students at levels B1 and B2.1 consider T’s language level as the most important feature and
place TT’s ability to explain grammar in second place. B2.2 students consider T’s ability to
explain grammar to be as important as T’s language level. Finally, all C1 students consider
T’s language level as the most important teacher feature (see Figure 35 below).
Figure 35
Most Important T’s characteristics for students per level
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Note: Own resource based on annex 12 (ranking of responses).

Regarding the least important teachers’ feature: Students at levels A1, A2, B1, and
B2.2 consider T’s knowledge about American/British culture to be the least relevant feature.
Students at B2.1 place T’s ability to explain grammar in the last position, whereas C1
students place T’s activities and strategies. (See figure 36)
Figure 36
Least Important T’s characteristics for students per level
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Note: Own resource based on annex 12 (ranking of responses).
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The following ideas summarize the main results from this instrument:
➢ Most students are okay with having both SS and NES teachers, as long as they
demonstrate good teaching skills. However, there is an important tendency to
prefer NES teachers (see Figures 6 and 7, and Table 11).
➢ Students at the most advanced level (C1) would prefer not to have classes with
SS teachers (see Figures 6 and 7).
➢ Students at all levels consider SS as the best option for beginning levels so that
students and teachers can use L1 to ask questions and explain (see Figures 8 and
9, and Table 12).
➢ Most students consider NES and SOL teachers to be the best options for
intermediate levels since students already possess some basic vocabulary to
understand and interact in the L2 (see Figures 10 and 11, and Table 13).
➢ Most students consider NES teachers to be the best option for advanced levels
because students want to avoid the use of L1 at all costs and to get more familiar
with “real” accents (see Figures 12 and 13, and Table 14).
➢ When it comes to grammar classes/instruction, most students, especially at
beginning levels, prefer SS (see Figures 14 and 15).
➢ When it comes to listening, reading, and writing classes/instruction, students do
not have a particular preference (see Figures 16 to 19).
➢ When it comes to speaking classes/instruction, students at all levels prefer NES
(see Figures 20 and 21).
➢ Most students consider that teachers should definitely be trained to teach (see
Figures 2 and 25).
➢ When it comes to evaluation, students do not seem to have a particular
preference, but they tend to trust NES’ and SOL’s feedback more and consider
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that SS can provide a more comfortable environment (see Figures 26 and 27,
and Table 15).
➢ Students consider SS teachers to be the ones who display more variety in the
activities (see Figures 28 and 29).
➢ Most students express that they have never felt frustrated when teachers do not
understand what they say (see Figures 30 and 31).
➢ Most students express that they have never felt disappointed about the SS
teachers’ accent. However, students at intermediate and advanced levels express
they have (see Figures 32 and 33).
➢ Students at intermediate and advanced levels consider teachers’ level (accent,
fluency, and vocabulary) as the most important teacher feature, while students at
basic levels grant more importance to the teachers’ ability to explain grammar
(see Figures 34 to 36).
To close this section, after comparing Figures 7, 9, 11, and 13, it is evident that there
are contradictions in choosing a kind of teacher for themselves and another kind for people at
the same level. For example, students who are at A1 level prefer to have classes with any
teacher or with NES, but when it comes to their recommendation for other students at the
same level, 70% of the students selected SS because they acknowledge SS offer beginner
students the chance to use the L1 to clarify their doubts. Similarly, students at the C1 level
seem not to have a particular preference for themselves. However, when they were asked
about a suggestion for students at that level, most of them selected NES, probably because
NES’s accent is seen as more desirable and “useful” to their learning process.
Likewise, it seems paradoxical to see that students perceive SS as good at grammar
but do not prefer them as far as speaking is concerned, even if the grammar is what makes
messages understandable, along with an appropriate word choice. Therefore, this fact
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suggests that speaking instruction is mainly associated with pronunciation and intonation that
resembles “native-like” features. Thus, students’ preferences appear full of ambiguities that
might be originated from prejudicial ideas to which they have been previously exposed.
Students' learning experience & Teachers’ performance: Class observation findings,
analysis, and interpretation
In this section, data resulting from the class observation is processed per category,
subcategory and segment listed in Table 1645, which were previously established in Table 646.
Below every category, there will be a table of statements characterizing teachers’
performance and students’ learning experiences with those EFL teachers according to EFL
teachers’ pedagogical training certificate (Bachelor in languages, TESOL/TEFL, TKT, and
CELTA) and teachers’ L1 (NES, SOL, SS, and Bilingual). Those tables synthesize the
content analysis matrices, which follow ed Bardin’s (1996) model explained in the
Techniques and Instruments section (cursive, all caps, direction conventions, and the number
of recurrences)– found in annexes 13 to 6447. Throughout this section, the literature review
and background information presented before will be contrasted with this study’s results.
Table 16
Class observation: categories, subcategories, and segments
Category

Subcategory

Segment / Source

1. Attitude

1.1. Rapport

1.1.1. T-S relationship

2. General
Pedagogical
Knowledge

2.1. Teachers’ questions

2.1.1. Question types

2.2. Feedback

2.2.1.1 Feedback types

3.1. Classroom management

3.1.1. Grouping students

3.2. Tools and Resources

3.2.1. Objects and materials used

3. Didactic
Knowledge

45

Table 16 displays the categories established in Table 6 and replaces the criteria with subcategories
and segments based on the criteria’ critical concepts.
46
Table 6 includes the class observation form’s criteria as such, which were associated with categories.
47
Most of the annexes are in independent documents; some others are directly in this document.
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4. Contextual
and Situational
Knowledge
5. Metacognitive
knowledge
6. General
Pedagogical
Knowledge +
Knowledge of
the subject
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3.3. Strategies

3.3.1. L1 use

4.1. Teacher talk

4.1.1. Speed and intelligibility

4.2. Talking Time

4.2.1.TTT vs STT

5.1. Teacher’s reflection

5.1.1. Teachers’ comments*

6.1. Students’ learning
experiences

6.1.1. Students’ comments*

6.2. Teachers’ knowledge and
experience

6.2.1. Observer’s comments*

Note: Own resource. || All aspects of this table match with the Teacher’s Training components (Figure
1) proposed in the literature review section and Class observation form (Table 6) described in the
research methodology. || *Marked ideas indicate the source of information rather than segment.

Category 1. Attitude
1.1. Rapport
1.1.1. T-S Relationship
In this category, the teachers’ way of promoting participation and how relationships
are built-up, is described and analyzed. According to Medgyes’ research (1994), non-NES
teachers are more likely to understand students’ needs. So, it should be evident in the
teachers’ way of talking to students. Besides, Walsh (2011) stated that classroom interaction
could reveal how learning occurs and the relationship built-up in the classroom. Therefore,
regarding students’ opportunities to talk (participate or interact with their peers), this study
found that NES with TELF/TESOL; untrained SOL; Bilingual Speakers and SS (Spanish
Speakers) with BA in languages are the ones who promote it the most. Moreover, most
teachers display an appropriate and positive attitude towards students by promoting students’
participation, showing interest in what they say, making funny comments, and being attentive
to their reactions, thus, creating a comfortable environment (see Table 17 below).
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Rapport

P.T.
Certificate

None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Bachelor
in
languages
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Native English Speakers

Speakers of other languages

Bilingual Speakers

(+) Ts display a good attitude and are respectful.
(±) Ts demonstrate interest on Ss’ opinions.
(+) Ts promote small talk in their classes.
(+) Ts are attentive to Ss’ reactions.
(=) Acquaintance can contribute to rapport building.

(±) Ss sometimes have opportunities to
participate, others, very little.
(±) Ts try to make funny comments.
(=) Acquaintance can contribute to rapport
building.
(–) Ts focus on only student at a time.

(–) Ts focus on only student
at a time.

(±) Ss have opportunities to participate.
(+) Ts demonstrate interest on Ss’ opinions.
(–) There are not genuine conversations or small talk.
(+) Ts are enthusiastic and respectful.
(–) Ss interact with their classmates very little.
(±) Ts try to make funny comments.
(+) Ts display a good attitude.
(+) Ts display a good attitude.
(+) Ts are attentive to Ss’ reactions.
(+) Ts try to motivate Ss.

(–) Ts focus on only student at a time.
(+) Ts display a good attitude.
(+) Ts create a comfortable environment.

N/A

(+) Ts display a good attitude.
(+) Ts create a comfortable environment.
(+) Ts are attentive to Ss’ reactions.
(+) Ts demonstrate interest on Ss’ opinions.
(–) Ts focus on only student at a time.

(–) Ts express frustration
when Ss do not understand.
(+) Ts demonstrate interest
on Ss’ opinions.
N/A

(+) Ts are attentive to Ss’ reactions.
(+) Ts are patient and display a good attitude.
Ts try to make funny comments.

(+) Ts display a good
attitude.
(±) Ss have opportunities to
participate.

N/A
(–) Ss participate very little.
(+) Ts create a comfortable environment.
(±) Ts asks some personal information to establish
rapport with Ss.

Spanish Speakers
(+) Ts demonstrate interest on Ss’ opinions.
(±) Ss sometimes have opportunities to participate,
others, very little.
(±) Ts try to make funny comments.

(+) Ts are patient and display a good attitude.
(+) Ts are attentive to Ss’ reactions.
(+) Ts try to personalize the class.
(+) Ts empower Ss.

(±) Ts asks some personal
information to establish
rapport with Ss.
(+) Ts create a comfortable
environment.
Note: Own resource based on Rapport Matrix (Annex 54). || Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin,1996, p.86)
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Category 2. General Pedagogical Knowledge
2.1. Teachers’ Questions
2.1.1. Question Types
Comments regarding teachers’ questions were registered using Long et al.’s (1984)
characterization of teachers’ questions exposed by Ellis (2012), i.e., through inductive
research (see Table 1 above in the Literature Review section). This study found that
evaluative questions are the most used by EFL teachers in general (41 recurrences). Teachers
used this type of questions to activate prior knowledge or to check the coursebook exercises.
Echoic questions are the second most common questions (28 recurrences). Echoic questions
were used to confirm students are following the lessons and therefore paying attention, also,
to confirm instructions. In third and fourth place are verbosity questions (17 recurrences),
followed by referential ones (9). Verbosity questions were used to get acquainted with
students and try to create a friendly environment. Finally, referential questions were used to
introduce the topics by eliciting students’ opinions about the topics, and consequently,
promote students’ expression (see Table 18 below).
Table 18
Teachers’ questions.
P.T.
Certificate
None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other
languages

Bilingual Speakers

▪ Ts mainly ask evaluative
questions.
▪ Ts also ask echoic, referential,
and verbosity questions.
▪ Ts mainly ask evaluative and
echoic questions.
▪ Ts also ask referential and
verbosity questions.
▪ Ts asks echoic and evaluative
questions.

▪ Ts ask echoic, evaluative,
and verbosity questions.

▪ Ts ask evaluative
and referential
questions.

▪ Ts ask echoic, referential,
evaluative, and verbosity
questions.
▪ Ts ask mainly evaluative
questions.
▪ Ts ask referential
questions.

N/A

▪ Ts mainly ask
echoic questions.
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▪ Ts ask evaluative
questions.

N/A
▪ Ts ask echoic, evaluative, and
verbosity questions.

Bachelor
in
languages
▪

▪ Ts mainly ask echoic
questions.
▪ Ts also ask evaluative and
verbosity questions.
Spanish Speakers

N/A
▪ Ts ask verbosity
questions.

▪ Ts use evaluative questions the most.
Teachers also ask verbosity and referential questions.
▪ Ts ask lots of echoic questions

Note: Own resource based on Teachers’ questions: Matrix (Annex 55).

2.2. Feedback
Comments regarding teachers’ feedback on students’ performance were mainly
registered using Lyster et al.’s (1997) characterization of corrective feedback exposed by
Ellis (2012), i.e., through inductive research (see Table 19 below). This study found that
untrained and TEFL/TESOL-certified NES teachers provide feedback on pronunciation.
While SOL, Bilingual, and SS teachers, on general aspects –such as grammar use,
coursebook exercise, and word choice–. In regard to strategies teachers use to provide
corrective feedback, the implicit-input manner is the most common one –teachers repeat the
correct expression or emphasize the correct word–. Besides, TEFL/TESOL-certified NES,
TKT-certified SOL teachers, and BA-certified SS teachers provided explicit-output feedback
–by eliciting peer-correction or self-correction–. Only TKT-certified bilingual teachers
provided implicit-output feedback –teachers ask students for repetition–. Teachers hardly
ever provide explicit- input feedback (provide explanations about the mistakes). On the other
hand, most teachers do not praise students’ performance, and in some cases, they do not
correct any of the students’ mistakes. Regarding the moment in which teachers provide
corrections, it usually takes place after students have finished their turn or at the end of the
classes, rarely at the very moment of the mistake (interrupting).
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Table 19.
Feedback
P.T.
Certificates

None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other languages

Bilingual Speakers

(=) Ts provide feedback on general aspects and on
pronunciation.
(=) Ts repeat the correction (implicit – input)
(=) Ts emphasize the correct word (implicit – input)
(=) Ts elicit self-correction (explicit – output)
(±) Ts correct after Ss’ turns has ended.
(–) Some Ts do not correct Ss’ mistakes.
(–) Some Ts do not praise Ss’ performance.

(–) Ts do not correct Ss’ mistakes.
(–) Ts do not praise Ss’
performance.

(=) Ts provide feedback on general
aspects and exercises.
(=) Ts provide correction (implicit –
input)

(=) Ts provide feedback on general aspects, exercises, and
pronunciation.
(=) Ts repeat the correction (implicit – input)
(±) Ts correct after Ss’ turn has ended.
(=) Ts elicit peer-correction (explicit – output)
(–) Some Ts do not correct Ss’ mistakes.
(–) Ts display inappropriate attitude when Ss make mistakes.

(=) Ts provide feedback on general
aspects.
(±) Ts correct after Ss’ turn has
ended.

N/A

(=) Ts provide feedback on general aspects.
(–) Ts interrupt Ss’ turn to correct mistakes. (-)
(=) Ts provide corrections along with appropriate
explanations. (explicit – input)

(=) Ts provide feedback on general
aspects.
(=) Ts elicit peer-correction
(explicit – output)

(–) Some Ts display inappropriate
attitude when Ss make mistakes.
(=) Ts asks for repetition (implicit –
output)

N/A

(–) Ts do not correct Ss’ mistakes.
(–) Ts do not praise Ss’
performance.
(=) Ts provide feedback on general
aspects.
(–) Ts correct few Ss’ mistakes. (-)

N/A

(=) Ts provide feedback on general aspects.
(–) Ts do not correct Ss’ mistakes.
(–) Ts do not praise Ss’ performance.

(=) Ts provide feedback on general
aspects.
(=) Ts repeat the correction (implicit –
input)
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(±) Ts provide corrections at the
end of the class.

(=) Ts elicit peer-correction (explicit –
output)
(+) Ts praise Ss’ performance.
(–) Ts display inappropriate attitude
when Ss do not understand.

Bachelor in
languages (=) Teachers provide feedback on general
aspects, exercises, and pronunciation.
(–) Some teachers provide few corrections.
(–) Some teachers do not correct students’
mistakes.

Spanish Speakers
(=) Teachers elicit peer-correction (explicit (=) Teachers repeat the correction (implicit –
– output)
input)
(=) Teachers provide corrections along with
(±) Some teachers correct after students’
appropriate explanations. (explicit – input)
turns has ended.
(–) Some teachers do not praise students’
(±) Some teachers provide corrections at
performance.
the end of the class.
Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (Annex 56). || Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin, 1996, p. 86)

Category 3. Didactic Knowledge
3.1. Grouping Students
Comments regarding teachers’ way of grouping students were registered using Harmers’ (2007) characterization of the diverse ways to
manage classroom activities, i.e., through inductive research (see Table 20 below). This study found that most teachers (trained and untrained)
only assign individual work, which limited students’ talking time and students’ possibility to interact with their peers. Nevertheless, some
teachers, especially SS, seek to boost pair work and group work during the practice and production stages of the class, thus reducing students’
anxiety to talk in public, maximizing students’ talking time, and encouraging cooperative or collaborative learning. Likewise, untrained NES
and TKT-certified SOL and SS teachers who advance the implementation of whole-class work can make the most of classroom interaction and
keep everyone attentive to the class.
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Table 20
Grouping Students
P.T.
Certificate
None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English
Speakers
▪ Most Ts promote only
individual work.
▪ Ts also promote pair
work and whole class.
▪ Most Ts promote only
individual work.
▪ Ts promote individual
and pair work.
▪ Ts promote pair work.

N/A
▪ Ts only promote
individual work

Bachelor
in
languages

Speakers of other languages

Bilingual
Speakers

▪ Most Ts promote only
individual work.
▪ Ts promote pair work.

▪ Most Ts promote
only individual
work.

▪ Ts promote individual and
whole class work.

N/A

▪ Most Ts promote pair work.
▪ Ts promote pair, individual,
and group work.

▪ Most Ts promote
only individual
work.

▪ Most Ts promote only
individual work.
▪ Most Ts promote only
individual work.
▪ Ts promote pair work.

N/A
▪ Most Ts promote
only individual
work.

Spanish Speakers
▪ Most Ts promote pair
work

▪ A lot of Ts promote pair
work along with/ or only
individual work.

▪ Some Ts promote
Individual work combined
with pair, group, or whole
class work.

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 57).

3.2. Tools and Resources
Teachers at this language institute have access to a wide range of tools and resources
in their classrooms such as white boards, computers with access to the internet – whose
screen is big enough for all students to see the content–, teachers’ coursebook –which has
alternate activities and even grammar or vocabulary explanations–, and board games.
Teachers are expected to use at least the board and computer, but they are welcome to
implement extra resources. This research found that most teachers use the board to explain
grammar and introduce new vocabulary, and the computer to display students’ coursebook on
the screen to easily follow the lesson and instruction (see Table 21 below).
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Table 21.
Tools and Resources
P.T.
Certificate

None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other languages

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to explain.
(±) Some teachers do not use the board at all.
(+) Teachers provide extra vocabulary.
(±) Teachers share personal anecdotes.
(+) Teachers make suggestions for autonomous work.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement extra
resources.
(=) Teachers use videos.
(±) Teachers use the board and the computer as tools
to explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement extra
resources.
(=) Teachers use online readings.
(+) Teachers play games.

(±) Teachers do not use the board at all.
(–) Teachers do not use or implement extra
resources.

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement extra
resources.
(+) Teachers play games.

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to
explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement
extra resources.
(=) Teachers use online readings.
(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to
explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement
extra resources.
(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to
explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement
extra resources.

CELTA

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to explain.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement extra
resources.
(+) Teachers provide extra vocabulary.

Bilingual Speakers
(±) Teachers do not use the board
at all.
(–) Teachers do not use or
implement extra resources.

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool to
explain.
(+) Teachers play games.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement
extra resources.
(±) Teachers use the board as a tool
to explain.
(=) Teachers use online material
(=) Teachers use videos.

(±) Teachers use the board as a tool
to explain.
(+) Teachers make suggestions for
autonomous work.
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(+) Teachers use alternate activities
(different from book)

Spanish Speakers

(=) Teachers use online material.
(±) Teachers use the board and the computer (+) Teachers provide extra vocabulary.
(+)
Teachers
play
games.
(+) Teachers use alternate activities (different
as tools to explain.
(+)
Teachers
make
suggestions
for
from book)
(+) Teachers use realia to explain.
autonomous work.
(±) Some teachers do not use the board at
all.
(–) Some teachers do not use or implement
extra resources.
Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 58). || Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin, 1996, p. 86)

Interestingly, five SOL teachers did not use any tool at all and provided a 100% speaking-centered class –where even grammar was
explained while orally–, and twenty-seven teachers did not implement or use any resource apart from the book or the board (see Annex 58).
3.3. Strategies
There were two sections regarding the teachers’ use of diverse strategies to convey his/her ideas and explain concepts or words. On the
one hand, the different functions that the use of students L1 had in the classroom –based on Polio and Duff’s (1994) ideas exposed by Ellis
(2012)–. This study found that only three SS teachers, one NEST, and one SOL teacher use Spanish in the classroom. Some of the uses intended
to provide a translation of unknown words, clarify, elicit translation of new vocabulary, or build rapport. On the other hand, other teaching
strategies –which were proposed by Diaz Barriga et al. (2002)–. Most teachers paraphrase or repeat what they said when something is not clear.
Others provide examples or definitions for unknown words, synonyms/antonyms, use body language, and online pictures (see Table 22 below).
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Table 22.
Strategies
P.T.
Certificate

None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other languages

▪ Teachers repeat what they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers elicit peer-instruction when someone
does not know something.
▪ Teachers elicit description of the word.
▪ When students speak in L1, there is a language
barrier.
▪ Teachers paraphrase their ideas to clarify.
▪ Teachers provide synonyms to clarify.

▪ Teachers repeat what they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers paraphrase their ideas to clarify.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to make
sure the unknown word is clear.

▪ Teachers repeat what they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers use bilingual dictionary to explain
meaning.
▪ Teachers provide definition of unknown words.
▪ Teachers use pictures from the computer.
▪ Teachers paraphrase their ideas to clarify.
▪ Teachers use bilingual dictionary to explain
meaning.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to make sure
the unknown word is clear.
▪ Teachers provide definition of unknown words.
▪ Teachers provide synonyms to clarify.
N/A

▪ Teachers repeat what they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers uses body language to explain.
▪ Teachers provide definition of unknown
words.
▪ Teachers provide serval examples to make
sure the unknown word is clear.
▪ Teachers use students’ L1 to provide
translation of unknown words.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to make
sure the unknown word is clear.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to make
sure the unknown word is clear.

Bilingual Speakers
▪ Teachers elicit translation
of new vocabulary.
▪ Teachers provide
synonyms to clarify.

N/A

▪ Teachers repeat what
they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers provide several
examples to make sure
the unknown word is
clear.
N/A
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▪ Teachers use students’ L1 when
necessary/possible.
▪ Teachers provide synonyms and antonyms to
clarify.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to make
sure the unknown word is clear.

▪ Even though both,
teacher and students,
speak Spanish, the
teacher responds in L2
when the students use L1.

Spanish Speakers
▪ Teachers use students’ L1 to provide to
make sure students follow instructions.
▪ Teachers use students’ L1 to provide
translation of unknown words.
▪ Teachers use L1 when students do not
seem to understand an explanation.

▪ Teachers provide synonyms to clarify.
▪ Teachers uses body language to explain.
▪ Teachers use pictures from the
computer.
▪ Teachers elicit peer-instruction when
someone does not know something.
▪ Teacher uses students’ L1 for rapport
building.

▪ Teachers repeat what they say to clarify.
▪ Teachers elicit translation of new
vocabulary.
▪ Teachers elicit deduction.
▪ Teachers provide several examples to
make sure the unknown word is clear.

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 59).

Category 4. Contextual and Situational Knowledge
4.1. Teachers’ Talk
Ellis (2012) has given evidence that EFL teachers usually need to adjust their speech when talking to students. This research found that
most teachers (twenty-two) adapted their language and their speed to make their explanations and comments more comprehensible to students,
especially for beginner and intermediate students. However, most NES teachers do not make any adaptation but rather repeat utterances when
asked. Besides, only two SOL and two Bilingual teachers spoke too fast or with too elaborated language (see Table 23 below). The fact teachers
adjust or not their speed cannot be simply jugged as positive or negative, because it might depend on the teachers’ pedagogical and interactional
purposes, i.e., their conversational agenda (Lucero & Rouse, 2017).
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Table 23
Teachers’ talk
P.T.
Certificate
None

TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA
Bachelor
in
languages

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other
languages

Bilingual
Speakers

(±) Most Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.
(±) Most Ts speak at a
normal speed.
(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.
N/A

(±) Most Ts speak at a
normal speed

(±) Ts adapt their
speed.

(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.
(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.
(–) Ts speak too fast.

N/A

(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.

(±) Some Ts adapt their
speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a
normal speed.

(±) Ts adapt their
speed.

(–) Ts speak too fast.

N/A

Spanish Speakers
(±) Most Ts speak at a normal speed.
(±) Some Ts speak at a normal speed.
Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (Annex 60). || Conventions: +positive; —negative;
=neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin,1996, p.86)

4.2. Teacher or Student Talking Time (TTT Vs. STT)
Some scholars argue that student talking time (STT) should be longer than teacher
talking time (TTT) –like Harmer (2001)–, some others –like Krashen (1985)– consider TTT
is more relevant because it is the moment when students are provided with input. However, a
consideration emerges, EFL teachers are responsible for providing “their students with as
many opportunities to practice their speaking skill as possible, especially considering that
most EFL learners never have enough opportunities to practice speaking in English with
others outside” (Cardenas, 2013), as it is the case of students in Colombia.
This research found that trained and untrained NES and SOL teachers speak a lot
more than students in the classroom regardless of students’ level, whereas most SS teachers
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speak less or as much as students do, notwithstanding with students at beginner levels (see
Table 24 below).
Table 24
Talking Time
P.T.
Certificate
None
TELF /
TESOL
TKT
CELTA

Native English
Speakers
STT > TTT (1)
TTT > STT (4)
TTT = STT (1)
STT > TTT (1)
TTT > STT (3)
TTT = STT (3)
STT > TTT (1)
TTT > STT (1)
N/A
TTT > STT (3)

Speakers of other languages

Bilingual
Speakers

TTT = STT (3)

TTT = STT (1)

STT > TTT (1)
TTT > STT (1)

N/A

STT > TTT (1)
TTT > STT (2)
TTT > STT (1)
TTT > STT (3)

TTT > STT (2)

Bachelor in
languages

STT > TTT (13)

Spanish Speakers
TTT > STT (6)

N/A

STT > TTT (13)
TTT > STT (6)
TTT = STT (7)
TTT = STT (7)

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 61).

Category 5. Metacognitive Knowledge
5.1. Teacher’s Reflection - Teachers’ Comments
Self-awareness and personal reflection are sometimes not regarded as important, but
in fact, this is how teachers and human beings discover and decide what needs to be
improved or changed. Therefore, after every session, teachers were asked to provide their
comments on the lesson in terms of how they felt, how they perceived students or aspects
they would like to ameliorate based on their performance in that session. Only fifteen
teachers provided comments. The other forty-five teacher left said they did not have any
comments at the moment. Most teachers’ comments were about aspects they want to improve
in their practice, such as incorporating resources or increasing STT. Also, some teachers
commented on the difficulties they experienced or how good they feel about the lesson (see
Table 25 below).
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Table 25
Teacher’s reflection
P.T.
Certificate
None
TELF /
TESOL

TKT

CELTA
Bachelor
in
languages

Native English
Speakers

Speakers of other
languages

N/A*

N/A*

• Feel good about the
class.
• Would like to improve.
(incorporate extra
resources)
N/A*

• Would like to improve
(promote pair work)

N/A
• Feel good about the
class.

Bilingual
Speakers
• Would like to improve
(create more interaction)
N/A

• Feel good about the class. • Would like to improve
(be to patient)
• Comment on difficulties
they had
N/A
• Comment on students’
reluctance to talk.
N/A*
N/A*

Spanish Speakers
• Comment on difficulties they had
• Would like to improve (language level, increase STT, stop interrupting students)

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 62). || *Teachers did not have any comments about
the class.

Category 6. General Pedagogical Knowledge + Knowledge of the Subject
6.1. Students’ Learning Experience
At the end of every session, students provided remarks on the lesson and the teachers’
performance using English or Spanish –depending on students’ level– to describe what they
had liked or not, and the observer wrote them down in English. Regarding NES and SOL
teachers, students found the teachers’ accent useful –or sometimes difficult– to practice
listening skills; they enjoyed not using Spanish; appreciate teachers to provide extra
vocabulary and expressions while sharing their culture; and they wish teachers had promoted
more participation or interaction. About SS teachers, students mentioned they make them feel
comfortable and confident; their explanations are clear, allow students to participate
constantly, and demonstrate they care about students learning process (see Table 26 below).
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Table 26
Students’ Learning Experience: Students’ Comments
P.T.
Certificate

None

TELF /
TESOL

Native English Speakers

Speakers of other languages

(–) Some of them have a difficult accent to
understand.
(+) They are good teachers.
(+) They make students talk.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They provide extra content.
(+) Their accent is helpful to improve
students’ listening skills.
(–) They provide little time to participate.
(+) They correct pronunciation mistakes.
(+) They are knowledgeable.
(±) They only use English.

(+) They make students talk.
(+) They correct pronunciation mistakes.
(+) They are entertaining.
(+) They are dynamic.
(+) They have a good attitude.
(+) They provide extra content.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(+) Their accent is helpful to improve students’
listening skills.

(+) They provide extra content.
(–) They provide little time to participate.
(+) Their accent is helpful to improve
students’ listening skills.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
They only use English.
(+) They make students talk.
(+) They share their culture.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(+) They are dynamic.

(+) They provide extra content.
(+) They make students talk.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They correct pronunciation mistakes.

Bilingual Speakers
(+) They provide clear
explanations.
(+) They seem to care about
students.
(–) They are not dynamic
(–) They provide little time to
interact.
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(+) They are dynamic.
(+) They are entertaining.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They make students talk.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(+) Their accent is helpful to improve students’
listening skills.
(+) They have a good attitude.
(+) They are the best teachers.
(±) They provide explanation in Spanish when
needed.

(–) Their explanations are
incomplete.
(–) Their activities are
incomplete.
(–) They focus too much on
the book.
(+) Some teachers provide
good explanations.
(–) They do not use extra
resources.

(+) They are good teachers.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(+) They are entertaining.
(+) They are good teachers.
(+) They have a good use of English.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They are entertaining.
(+) Their accent is helpful to improve
students’ listening skills.
(+) They are knowledgeable.
(+) They provide extra content.

(+) They have a good attitude.
(+) They are entertaining.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) Their classes are good.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(+) They provide extra content.
(+) They are didactic.

(+) They provide clear
explanations.
(+) They provide extra content.
(+) They have a god attitude.

Spanish Speakers
(±) Some of them provide explanations in
Spanish when needed.
(+) Their classes are perfect.
(+) They provide extra content.
(+) They are excellent teachers.
(+) They are the best teachers.
(+) They correct pronunciation mistakes.

(+) They have a good attitude.
(+) They make students interact and
participate.
(±) They speak slowly
(–) Some teachers speak to soft.
(+) They seem to care about students.
(±) Some of them only speak in Spanish.

(+) They are good teachers.
(+) They provide clear explanations.
(+) They are dynamic.
(+) They are didactic.
(+) They are motivating.
(+) They make students feel
comfortable.

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 63). Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin, 1996, p. 86)
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6.2. Teachers’ Knowledge
On the one hand, untrained teachers, regardless of their native status, displayed several flaws, such as not providing instructions for
students to complete activities, not contextualizing the grammar or vocabulary, not activating prior knowledge, not preparing classes, providing
incomplete or basic explanations, and not structuring the class. However, some of them provided extra explanations and demonstrated to master
the topics. On the other hand, trained teachers, especially BA, TKT, or CELTA-certified, exhibit numerous strengths, such as being
knowledgeable, providing extra vocabulary, demonstrating they had prepared the class, and contextualizing grammar. Besides, some NNES
teachers made a few grammar mistakes, which could be transferred to students. Finally, regarding teachers’ use of metalanguage, only TKT and
BA-certified SS and Bilingual teachers provided grammar and phonetical explanations using technical vocabulary (see Table 27 below).
Table 27
Knowledge of the subject
P.T.
Certificate

None

Native English Speakers
(+) Teachers contextualize topics.
(+) Teachers encourage discussion about the class
topics.
(+) Teachers master the topics.
(+) Teachers provide extra explanations and
vocabulary.
(–) Some of their classes lack structure,
contextualization and instructions.
(+) Teachers activate prior knowledge.

Speakers of other languages
(–) Some of them seem unfamiliar with the
material.
(+) Teachers contextualize topics.
(–) Some of their classes lack instructions and
preparation.
(+) They are creative.
(–) Some teachers make grammar and
pronunciation mistakes.
(–) Some of their explanations are superficial.

Bilingual Speakers
(–) Some of them seem
unfamiliar with the material.
(–) Some of their classes lack
contextualization
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(+) Teachers seem to have prepared their class.
(+) They are knowledgeable.
(–) Some of their classes lack structure.
(–) Some of them seem unfamiliar with the material.
(+) Teachers activate prior knowledge.
(+) Teachers provide introduction to the class topics.

(–) They overexplain
(–) Their classes lack explanations.

(+) Teachers seem confident.
(+) Teachers provide extra vocabulary.
(+) Teachers master the topics.

(+) Their explanations are dead-on.
(+) Teachers master the topics.
(+) Teachers activate prior knowledge.

CELTA

(+) Teachers use
metalanguage to provide
grammar explanations.
(+) Teachers explain
phonetics.

(+) Teachers seem confident.
(+) Teachers contextualize topics.
(–) Their classes lack structure and contextualization.
(–) Their classes are teacher centered.
(+) They provide detailed explanations.

Bachelor
in
languages

(+) Teachers monitor the class.
(+) Teachers seem confident.
(+) Teachers seem to have prepared their class.
(+) They are knowledgeable.

(+) They provide clear
instructions.

Spanish Speakers
(+) Teachers seem to have prepared their
class.
(+) Teachers use metalanguage to provide
grammar explanations.
(+) Their explanations are dead-on.
(+) Teachers contextualize topics.

(+) They provide clear instructions.
(+) Teachers seem confident.
(–) Some of their explanations are
superficial.
(+) Teachers activate prior knowledge.

(+) They are knowledgeable.
(+) Teachers master the topics
(+) They provide detailed explanations.
(–) Some teachers make grammar and
pronunciation mistakes

Note: Own resource based on Ts’ questions (annex 64). Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent (Bardin, 1996, p. 86)
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The following ideas summarize the main results from this instrument:
•

Teachers’ attitudes (enthusiastic, respectful, attentive, genuinely interested, and
even funny) can be a determinant factor when it comes to building rapport and
creating a comfortable environment where students’ participation is promoted.

•

The type of questions teachers use can contribute to affect rapport building and
determine the amount of STT and TTT. If questions asked by the teacher are
merely evaluative or echoic, STT is likely to be much lower than TTT, and
students’ opportunities to express themselves could be limited. Likewise,
verbosity and referential questions might encourage students to speak a bit more
in the classroom while they establish rapport.

•

NES teachers tend to provide feedback on pronunciation aspects, whereas SOL,
Bilingual, and SS on grammar or exercises.

•

Most teachers, regardless of their pedagogical training, promote individual
work. However, some teachers, especially SS, implement pair-work and group
work.

•

Teachers, regardless of their native status or pedagogical training, tend to use
the board to support their explanations.

•

Teachers’ use of L1 does not limit to translation, but it may also contribute to
rapport building (by telling jokes about misunderstandings caused by
mispronunciation, the teachers create a comfortable and fun environment; also,
by showing further interest on students’ difficulties). Nevertheless, most
teachers prefer to use other strategies such as paraphrasing, synonyms, or
definitions.

•

Most NES teachers do not adjust their speech speed when talking to students,
whereas SOL, Bilingual, and SS teachers do.
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NES and SOL teachers talking time is quite high, compared to SS’s one,
irrespective of students’ level.

•

Most teachers prefer not to share their reflections about their pedagogical
practice.

•

Students consider that NES and SOL teachers contribute to their listening but do
not provide many opportunities to interact or participate.

•

Students express they feel more comfortable with SS and provide clear
explanations.

•

Teachers’ Pedagogical training can make a difference when it comes to
classroom management and preparation.

Based on the previous recounts, it seems to be that NES and SOL teachers satisfy
students' expectations regardless of what they do in the classroom because students tend to
overvalue the interaction with them. Some of the factors that might play a role in this
“tendency” have to do with what is considered a desirable accent and with the idea that
students can automatically get vocabulary and expressions by listening to a “native speaker”.
Only a few students dare to criticize NES’s and SOL’s way of teaching or class management,
whereas most students did not hesitate to complain about Bilingual Speakers’ and SS
teachers’ use of Spanish, even though in the survey they pointed out that Spanish would be
useful in the EFL classroom.
Finally, as far as pedagogical training is concerned, the study found that some of the
essential elements of the EFL classrooms such as classroom management, teachers’
questions, and rapport do not necessarily depend on teachers’ training, but it might be a
reproduction of their teacher’s performance instead. The previous idea suggests that job
conditions should be the same as teachers are in equal capacities to provide a high-quality
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class and learning experience. Thus, selection processes can focus on performance and
demonstrable skills rather than be certification-oriented.
Pedagogical Implications and Conclusions
In this section, findings will be explicitly connected to each of the objectives proposed
at the beginning of this project to determine the success, limitations, and prospective that this
research offers.
Regarding the first objective of this study, which was to identify prejudice associated
with the native speaker status in students’ perceptions of the EFL teachers, it was found that
students consider teachers’ native status to be relevant as well as teachers’ pedagogical
training; however, there is a tendency to prefer NES and SOL teachers just because of their
accent. On the other hand, students perceive SS teachers as the best option for beginner levels
–in case the use of students’ L1 use might be necessary–, whereas NES and SOL teachers are
more suitable for intermediate and advanced levels –as students are already equipped with
enough vocabulary to interact in the target language, and they need to get used to different
accents–.
About the second objective – describe EFL teachers’ performance based on teacher
training components considering their profiles and their impact on students’ learning
experiences with them–, the results of this study suggest that teachers’ pedagogical training
should be reckoned as a differential factor when it comes to administrating learning (deciding
what activities to do, how to explain, and how to group students). Nonetheless, at the moment
students provided quantitative valuation on teachers’ performance, there was a really small
difference for students –BA-certified: 4,88; TKT/CELTA/TEFL-certified: 4,67; and
untrained: 4,62–. On the other hand, if teachers want to create a good learning environment,
establishing good rapport with students is necessary (Harmer, 2007). Moreover, type of
questions used can reveal the role teachers and students play in the classroom. Thus, teachers
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can be guides, monitors, knowledge providers, or tutors; whilst students can be explorers,
doers, askers, and apprentices, respectively.
As for the third objective –analyze students’ perceptions of the EFL teachers,
compared to students’ learning experiences and teachers’ performance establishing
convergences and divergences–, this research found that some students’ perceptions about
their teachers were proved to be wrong or exceeded. For instance, SS teachers do not use
Spanish in the classroom as much as students thought; NES teachers do not necessarily
correct students’ mistakes; trained SS teachers are, in fact, the ones who provide students
with more opportunities to practice their speaking skills. With this in mind, the EFL students
should be encouraged to reconsider some of their perceptions and give themselves the chance
to get to know their teachers and to admit they are not flawless but also to appreciate their
strengths as individuals.
Concerning the general objective – the relationship among students’ perceptions of
the EFL teachers in a language institute, their learning experiences, and teachers’
performance– findings conclude that even though students’ perceptions can affect students’
learning experience, teachers’ performance is essential to contribute to a better experience.
Thus, special attention should be paid to teachers’ pedagogical training. Furthermore, the
results imply that teacher trainers should concern about re-educating pre-service teachers to
acknowledge that in certain parts of the students’ learning process, a bit of Spanish might be
needed, although it can be discussed with students to get a consensus. In that way,
demonization of Spanish usage in the classroom would stop in the practice. Besides, as stated
by some of the Colombian scholars that were mentioned in this study, such as Gonzalez
(2007, 2009), Guerrero Nieto (2009), Mejía (2006), and Usma Wilches (2009), teachers are
the ones who should be able to promote more ethical choices and education policies in favor
of the real context and necessities of the students.
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Likewise, the native speaker tenet must be left out from students’ mindset as well as
from the ELT community, and encourage learners to find other ways to be exposed and adapt
themselves to different accents (American, British, Indian, among others), more importantly,
to value their characteristics and cultural identity as speakers of a language.
Additionally, it is crucial to spotlight that teachers’ native status does not determine
their teaching quality. Hence, pedagogical training should be required of all EFL teachers– as
it is essential to potentialize teaching skills and strategies–, irrespective of their country of
origin, so in that way, language institutes can guarantee equal job opportunities. Thus,
enhancing the construction of a more pluralistic view of the professional development of EFL
teachers that values local knowledge (González, 2009). Likewise, studying the teachers’
roles, practices, and performances can be ideal in the ELT field since this may strengthen
teachers’ voices and contribute to diminish the idea that some teachers are better than others.
Finally, this study concludes that in language institutes, EFL teacher’s profiles, NES
or NNES, and trained or untrained, tend to influence students’ predisposition, but when
comes to the sessions, students do not differentiate among them. Besides, students' learning
experiences can be satisfied even if they had expressed a preference for a certain kind of
teacher, which means that hiring processes should consider given sets of features that do not
determine the quality of teachers' pedagogical practice or language proficiency. However, it
does not mean that teachers can stop caring about their language and pedagogical training,
rather, it is an invitation for the ELT community to reflect on the requirements and the
policies underlying hiring and foreign language teaching practices so that local knowledge
and local context are also part of the agenda.
Prospective
Based on this research’s findings, it is advisable to develop future projects in similar
contexts where aspects such as writing and reading instruction/classes could be studied. As to
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actions to implement in the EFL classroom, didactic units focused on helping students get
familiar with different accents and provide them with some tips to improve or work on their
listening skills would be valuable contributions.
Besides, teachers’ roles based on the questions they ask, teachers’ language
proficiency, students’ perception, teachers’ experience and knowledge as factors in teaching
practice, and students’ learning experience are aspects that forthcoming studies should aim at
analyzing. Another aspect that this research would have liked to have covered is the role of
NNES as learner models. It could be presented as one of the advantages of having classes
with teachers who once learned the language and can share some suggestions and experience
to help students understand complex grammar structures or to get the ability to deduct
meaning, among other special abilities.
To finish, given the evident favoritism that EFL students have for foreigner accents,
academics in multiculturalism, social studies, or psycho-pedagogy could work with
educational experts to explore possible colonialist or snobbish beliefs dwelling students’
preferences.
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Annexes
Annex 1. Current samples of language institutes’ advertisements
Colombian language institutes advertisements where it is highlighted, they have Native
English Speakers as teachers (NEST).

Note: photos were edited to keep the name and contact information of the language institute’s
anonymity.48

48

-

https://cutt.ly/RgEaJaI
https://cutt.ly/0gEaLdJ
https://cutt.ly/PkhbGxh
https://cutt.ly/5gEaOVg
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Annex 2. Survey design
Survey in English and Spanish, also available online at https://cutt.ly/OgdFmng. It was
piloted with 10 students and based on their understanding, questions were written in English
and Spanish to prevent interaction between the researcher and the students.

1) Current level (Nivel Actual)
2) If I could choose, I would like to have ___________ as my English teachers. (Si yo
pudiera elegir, me gustaría tener ______________ como mis profesores de inglés)
3) Why did you select the previous option(s)? (¿Por qué seleccionó la(s) opción(es)
anterior(es)?)
4) I consider it more beneficial for students at beginning levels to have classes with
__________ (Considero más favora para estudiantes en los niveles básicos tener
clases con _________)
5) Why did you select the previous option(s)? (¿Por qué seleccionó la(s) opción(es)
anterior(es)?)
6) I consider it more beneficial for students at intermediate levels to have classes with
_____________ (Considero más favorable para estudiantes en niveles intermedios
tener clases con _______________)
7) Why did you select the previous option(s)? (¿Por qué seleccionó la(s) opción(es)
anterior(es)?)
8) I consider it more beneficial for students at advanced levels to have classes with
________ (Considero más favorable para estudiantes en niveles avanzados tener
clases con _______________)
9) Why did you select the previous option(s)? (¿Por qué seleccionó la(s) opción(es)
anterior(es)?),
10) When I have a class about grammar, I prefer ___________ as my teachers (Cuando
tengo clase de gramática, yo prefiero _______________ como mis profesores).
11) When I have a class about writing, I prefer ___________ as my teachers (Cuando
tengo una clase de escritura, yo prefiero _______________ como mis profesores)
12) When I have a class about listening, I prefer ___________ as my teachers. (Cuando
tengo clase de escucha, yo prefiero _______________ como mis profesores)
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13) When I have a class about speaking, I prefer ___________ as my teachers. (Cuando
tengo clase enfocada en hablar, yo prefiero _______________ como mis profesores).
14) When I have a class about reading, I prefer ___________ as my teachers (Cuando
tengo clase enfocada en lectura, yo prefiero _______________ como mis profesores)
15) A good English teacher should be trained to teach.
16) I prefer to be assessed/evaluated by _____________ (En cuanto a las evaluaciones
prefiero que ser evaluado por ______________)
17) Why did you select the previous option(s)? (¿Por qué seleccionó la(s) opción(es)
anterior(es)?)
18) I think ______________ display more variety of activities and strategies in the
classroom. (Pienso que __________________ muestran más variedad de actividades
y estrategias en el salón de clase)
19) I have felt frustrated when teachers don't speak Spanish. (Me he sentido frustrado
cuando los profesores no hablan español)
20) I have felt disappointed because my Spanish speaker teachers don't have a native-like
accent. (He sentido decepcionado porque mis profesores cuya lengua nativa es el
español no tiene un acento nativo)
21) Select a number from 1 to 4 according to the importance you give to that
characteristic on your teachers. (Seleccione un número de 1 a 4 de acuerdo con el
orden de importancia que usted les da a las características de los profesores) [1 (Most
important / Más importante] [4 Least important / Menos importante])
a) Teachers’ activities and strategies. (Actividades y estrategias del profesor)
b) Teachers’ knowledge about target language culture (American/British)
_____(Conocimiento sobre la cultura de la lengua meta)
c)Teachers’ ability to explain grammar (Habilidad para explicar gramática)
d)Teachers’ language level (accent, fluency, vocabulary) (Nivel de lengua -acento,
_____fluidez y vocabulario)
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Annex 3. Class observation design
Class observation form designed for class observation available at https://cutt.ly/FgdF4lT .
It was piloted with 5 classes. Based on students’ comments category of Teacher TalkingTime (TTT) and Students -Talking-time (STT) percentages were added to the final form.

CLASS OBSERVATION
I. GENERAL INFORMATION
LEVEL

DATE

ZONE

N° OF STUDENTS

II.TEACHER'S INFORMATION
TEACHERS' PEDAGOGICAL
TRAINING

TEACHER'S L1

TEACHERS' GENDER

STUDIES/ PROFESSION
III. STUDENTS' ATTENDANCE AND COMMENTS
N°

GENDER

ATTENDANCE

STUDENTS' COMMENTS

1
2
3
4
5
6
STUDENTS' EVALUATION OF THE CLASS.
IV. METHODOLOGY AND RESOURCES
CRITERIA

COMMENTS

Teacher's knowledge and expertise are evidenced through his/her
explanations and activities. (Metalanguage and activities)
Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up S-T
relationships and vice versa. (Rapport)
Teacher's language level. (Teacher talk)
Teacher's use of diverse strategies to convey his/her ideas and explain
concepts or words. (e.g.L1 use)
Teacher's feedback to the students. (Assessing students’ performance
and feedback)
Teacher's questions to students.

Classroom Management. (group, pair or individual work)
Teacher's use of the board or other element to support his explanations.
(Resources)
Teacher's use of additional resources to complement the topics.
TEACHER'S TALKING TIME

STUDENTS' TALKING TIME
V. TEACHER'S COMMENTS

Note: Own resource.
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Annex 4. Class observation forms
The number of classes observed per level is as follows: A1: 12; A2: 10; B1:13; B2:19 (B2.1:
11 & B2.2: 8); and C:6. Available on folder at https://cutt.ly/EkhnbeI

Note: The folder contains the 60 class observations forms.
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Annex 5. Survey: Matrix
Survey answers per level. Available at https://cutt.ly/Wkhb5BE

Note: Own resource.

Note: Own resource.
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Annex 6. Class observation: matrix
Available at https://cutt.ly/gkhnY8U

Note: Own resource.
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Annex 7. Survey: Complete answers from question #2-3 and recurrences
EFL
Teacher

Students’
Level
A1

A2
Spanish Speakers

B1

B2.2
A1
A1
A1
A1
Native English
Speakers

A2
A2
B1

B2.1
B2.2

Why did you select the previous option(s)?

Unit of Analysis

Porque estoy iniciando y de pronto a un extranjero no le entiendo

Understanding

Me gusta más así, nos puede explicar mejor porque habla español

Understanding

Because the teachers are closer to us

Understanding

Por la metodología y por su enseñanza

Methodology

Because I learn better

Understanding

Me siento mejor con ellos, me pueden dar explicaciones mejor

Understanding

Porque de cierta manera aprendo más fácil y les entiendo más

Understanding

Usualmente saben más porque piensan como uno

Understanding

porque ellos tienen más experiencia con el uso de la lengua
Because it is easier for him to teach English
Considero que son más exigentes las clases
pienso que sería mucho mejor
creo que tendrían un buen conocimiento y experiencia al enseñar inglés
Porque es el nivel adecuado para mí.
Porque tienen más posibilidad de alargar tu lenguaje
Because I would like to have a native teacher
Porque tienen totalmente el conocimiento.
Because I think is better for us to get use to talk with someone who won’t translate every
word we don’t understand.
Because I feel I could learn better how is the idiom there
because they know more expressions and vocabulary

Experience
Easy to teach
Exigent
Not clear
Knowledge and experience
Not clear
Knowledge
Not clear
Knowledge
No Spanish
Knowledge
Knowledge
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They have a good accent and I want to speak like them
Porque te obligan a hablar en inglés
C1

Speakers of other
languages
(foreigners)

A1
B2.1
B2.2

A1

Because native English teachers have more fluency and knowledge and can help me to
learn more and in addition about their countries
Porque puedo aprender más coloquialismos y acostumbrarme más al idioma
Porque de una u otra manera se entiende mejor
Porque tienen un mejor manejo del inglés, y esto beneficiaria a los estudiantes
In my case is the best option.
Porque también aprendieron el idioma y te ayudan más
No importa de dónde sea el profesor lo importante es que es que le guste lo que hace y
enseñe con dedicación
Porque pienso que cualquier persona puede enseñar inglés siempre y cuando tenga las
habilidades y los conocimientos.
Porque los extranjeros pueden hablar el idioma, pero yo necesito entender
Porque si elegiste enseñar, quiere decir que tienes vocación para ello
No creo que el tema de su lengua materna tenga que ver con el hecho de que puedan o
no enseñar inglés
Porque para mí lo importante es que lo puedan hablar, no tanto que sean nativos
Me gustaría tener a ambos como mis profesores porque tienen experiencias y
conocimientos diferentes y así mismo aprender de ellos.
If they speak good English, I don’t care

A2

Any of them

Porque lo importante es entenderlo y no tanto de donde sea la persona
Porque me gustaría tanto interactuar con profesores de mi mismo idioma como nativos
o de otras lenguas

Model
Challenge
Knowledge and culture
Knowledge
Understanding
Better command
Not clear
Model
Passion and dedication
Skills and knowledge
Understanding
Passion and dedication
L1 doesn't influence their
teaching skills
Speak
Knowledge and experience
Speak
Understanding
Interact
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Porque considero que cada uno de ellos tiene algo que aportar. Por ejemplo, los
profesores nativos son una parte importante en la "escucha", pero los profesores que no son
nativos nos ayudan a relacionar algunos temas con nuestra lengua materna.
L1 association and listening
Cada uno tiene su forma de dar la clase y uno aprende de ellos

Methodology

Por sus clases son diferentes

Methodology

Nos acostumbramos a todos los acentos

B2.1

Pienso que debemos darle oportunidad tanto a nativos como no nativos
Not clear
Porque yo pienso que ambos son importantes porque tú puedes practicar con el docente
nativo y el profesor que no es nativo par cuando alguien no entiende bien algunas cosas él
le pueda explicar mejor
L1 association and listening
Because I think people who speak English whether they are natives or not have the
L1 doesn't influence their
capacity to teach what they learned as a professional person
teaching skills
Todos deben poder dar las clases

B2.2

C1

B1
(Spanish Speakers
+ Native English
Speakers)

Skills

In my opinion all are good options

Not clear

All teachers can help you

Not clear

But with natives I have to face the challenge of speaking in English
Porque el aclarar palabras sería más sencillo al relacionarlas con ejemplos de ambos
idiomas
I think that it's better to know more vocabulary

Challenge

Because I think that is great getting acquainted with both.
Para acostumbrarme a la pronunciación de un nativo, pero también profesores que
hablen español para que hagan relación entre los idiomas.
Los de acá son más claros y los nativos te dan más nivel. Puedo afinar el oído

B2.1
B1

Listening

Because I like their good level of English

L1 association
Knowledge
Interact
L1 association and listening
Listening and
understanding
Knowledge
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(Native English
Speakers +
Speakers of Other
Languages)

B2.1

C1
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Because I consider we need more native teachers.

Not clear

Los nativos son los mejores

Not clear

They make you understand and don't use Spanish
Because I consider that with native people, we can improve our knowledge and the way to
express in other country
Because it's important to know about the real English that they speak in other countries

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5(column C).

No Spanish
Knowledge and culture
Knowledge and culture
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Annex 8. Survey: Complete answers from question #4-5 and recurrences – beginning levels
EFL
Teacher

Students’
Level

A1

A2

B1

Why did you select the previous option(s)?
Pienso que una persona que recién comienza a practicar ingles le sería mejor alguien que pudiese
explicarle en español con fluidez en caso de no entender algo.
porque es más fácil entender
porque es lo básico y no es tan complicado
Because it is important to understand Spanish
Porque pueden estar el español de ser necesario. Se frustra sino entiende nada
porque pueden explicarte en español
sería más fácil aprender así
Porque uno va a entender más.
El estudiante no sabrá la mayoría de las cosas o significados
que me puedan explicar bien el tema en español
porque si es avanzado de pronto no entendemos, la comunicación se ve afectada
porque es más fácil entender
Porque necesitan formar bases para entender el idioma
Porque cuando se va empezando necesitamos profesores que tengan un acento que se entienda,
mientras se acostumbra el oído
si no entienden algo, ellos pueden preguntar
explican en inglés y pueden también explicar en español
te hablan en los dos idiomas
porque es más fácil entender y hacer preguntas
Porque cuando estás iniciando tienes muchas preguntas
Because people are starting to learn English and is more comfortable for them
because it is easier

Unit of Analysis
Comprehension,
adaptation
Comprehension
Comprehension
Two languages
Two languages
Two languages
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Two languages
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension,
adaptation
Asking questions
Two languages
Two languages
Comprehension,
Asking questions
Asking questions
Comprehension,
adaptation
Comprehension
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Speakers

B2.1

B2.2

C1

Native
English
Speakers

A2
A1
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because is easier understand them
Because is the best option for beginners.
las personas que están en estos niveles no siempre tienen tanto nivel para entender a los
extranjeros
If you don't how to say a word, they help you.
Maybe it can be more helpful for them if they don’t have enough vocabulary.
porque ellos van a empezar a aprender y hay palabras que no entienden y yo pienso que no le
entenderían bien a un profesor nativo
When you are learning English at the begin it is complex and you need to have someone who
understand you in your native language
Ellos entienden lo que quieres decir
Because it can be difficult to understand
de pronto es difícil que los nativos te entiendan
ellos te pueden explicar en español si no entiendes
porque los estudiantes pueden preguntar si no entienden
para que uno pueda preguntar o decir cuando no entiende
Because, you're starting and understanding natives can be difficult. It's a process.
Because new students don't know too much about the new language
because people who start with this course need to understand what the teacher are saying, for that
reason it's necessary to start with something chilling
Para niveles básicos sería más sencillo comprender un profesor que habla español mientras que el
estudiante se acostumbra al idioma inglés
pueden explicar más fácil en español y en inglés
Because the teacher native speakers have more domain of the language.
Tal vez porque tienen más vocabulario.
Porque es el mejor medio de aprendizaje.
Así para otra clase poder entender y practicar
Para que intentes no pensar en español

Comprehension
Not clear
Comprehension,
adaptation
Asking questions
Comprehension
Comprehension,
adaptation
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Explanation
Asking questions
Asking questions
Comprehension,
adaptation
Knowledge
Comprehension,
adaptation
Comprehension,
adaptation
Two languages
Knowledge
Knowledge
Adaptation
Adaptation
Adaptation
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other
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(foreigners)

B2.1

A1
A2
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Ellos también lo aprendieron de alguna manera y lo hablan bien
In my case is the best option.

Para poder hacer anotaciones en español
Porque si elegiste enseñar, quiere decir que tienes vocación para ello
Por la integración no es que los locales no sirvan para dar bien el inglés.
Porque para mí lo importante es que lo puedan hablar, no tanto que sean nativos
Cause when I started, I preferred that teachers speak in Spanish too

Model

Not clear
Two languages
The call
Integration
Knowledge
Two languages

B1

Any of them

B2.1

(Spanish
Speakers +

B2.1

Porque creo que sería lo ideal desde el nivel más bajo comenzar a acostumbrar el oído a acentos y
el "ritmo" que lleva una persona nativa y claramente Spanish speaker porque cuando un estudiante
no entiende algo, el profesor que habla español puede ayudarlo a relacionar ese tema con algo en
español, y por ende es más fácil para el estudiante entender.
Because I think so that is good to star with native teacher
Porque los principiantes están hasta ahora comenzando a aprender.
Cualquiera sería de ayuda
Because not is necessary be foreigners, only is important good handling the idiom.
Para estar acostumbrado desde el comienzo
The objective is to speak
Pienso que las personas que apenas empiezan pueden tener comunicación con los "Spanish
teachers" ya que muchas veces hay expresiones que un nativo no pueda entender
The first topics should be easier to understand and with the accent it's a little bit harder.

C1
Speakers of
other
languages)
Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column E).

Comprehension,
adaptation
Adaptation
Comprehension,
adaptation
Any
Any
Adaptation
Any
Comprehension,
adaptation
Comprehension,
adaptation
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Annex 9. Survey: Complete answers from question #6-7 and recurrences- intermediate levels
EFL
Teacher
Spanish
speakers

Students’
Level

Native
English
Speakers

A1

A2

A2
B1

B2.1

C1
A1

Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)
A2
B1
B2.2
A1
A2

Why did you select the previous option(s)?

Unit of Analysis

El español resulta más claro
Because they are very prepared
Es mejor ya que se siente uno con más confianza.
Because they know English better
Porque es más exigente
Porque ellos ya están más preparados y pueden hablar mejor con los nativos
Porque es lo ideal
Porque ya en intermedio, empieza a conocer todo tipo de conocimiento en inglés.
Para que se vayan acostumbrando a escuchar el idioma
Because native teachers have the real accent
Porque nos acostumbramos a su acento
In my case is the best option.
Porque es para practicar y se supone que ya debe entender algunas conversaciones
Is more beneficial to learn a language speaking it almost all the time
Porque sí.
Creo que explicarían mejor el tema
Se acerca más a los modismos y costumbres de otros países, la finalidad de aprender otro idioma
es el poder viajar a otros países para así ponerlo en practica
Porque ya se tiene un mejor concepto del inglés y no se va a dificultar tanto como en los primeros
niveles
Por el dominio de idioma
Because they need more difficult
Para que aprendas otros acentos
Todos enseñan bien
Porque ya están en un nivel medio y tienen la capacidad de entender inglés

Clearer
Knowledge
Confidence
Knowledge
Exigent
Readiness
Ideal
Readiness
Adaptation
Adaptation
Adaptation
Not clear
Readiness, practice
Practice
Not clear
Explanation
Adaptation
Readiness
Knowledge
Challenge
Adaptation
Equal
Readiness
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B1

B2.1

B2.2

Any of
them

Spanish
speakers +
Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)
(Spanish
Speakers +
Native
English
Speakers)

C1
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Porque con todos se aprende igual
Para que en algunas clases pueda tener con profesores nativos
El nivel es más avanzado para poder ya comprender lo que se está hablado
Siento que cada profe está certificado para dar buen aprendizaje ambos son muy buenos
I think so that is ok whatever
Because not is necessary be foreigners, only is important good handling the idiom
Porque tienes que esforzarte para que te entiendan
Porque hay que acostumbrarse
To get used to different accents
La idea es que te toque hablar en inglés
All can help.
To have the chance to be with all of them
It could be a little change to know other accents and expressions
El aprender más como suena cada palabra en inglés con un profesor nativo desarrolla habilidades
de escucha en el idioma
Porque te explican con detalle.

Equal
Challenge
Readiness
Equal
Equal
Equal
Challenge
Adaptation
Adaptation
No Spanish
Equal
Equal
Adaptation
Adaptation

B2.2

B1
B2.1
C1
A1

Because the intensity should more
Because we can improve our pronunciation
When you are in an intermediate level, it is a good idea that a native speaker or Spanish speaker
teach you. It could be easier to understand the language.
Because with that combination people can look the differences between native and people who
learned the language
Pienso que en este nivel ya se tiene el conocimiento de lo básico y podría comenzarse a practicar la
pronunciación con más facilidad.

Explanation
Challenge
Pronunciation
Equal
Model and native
Readiness,
pronunciation
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Ellos tienen otro vocabulario y la pronunciación es diferente
Porque es más complicado
Porque ya los estudiantes tienen más nivel
(Native
Porque ya uno tiene bases y ya puede conversar y ayuda a entender y a escuchar
English
Porque ya inician a entender más el idioma y pueden interactuar mejor con ellos
A2
Speakers +
Cuando tú tienes ya determinadas bases, es necesario comenzar a tener más contacto "real" con
Speakers of
el idioma, porque cuando tú estás con un nativo notas cosas propias del idioma.
Other
Porque ya uno fluye más y se hace entender y nos entienden
B1
Languages)
Porque uno ya necesita que le hablen solo en inglés
Porque tienen más conocimiento de vocabulario
Porque te dan más vocabulario
Porque necesitas aprender más vocabulario
Para pulir el conocimiento
En cada nivel debe haber un grado más de "complejidad"
B2.1
To practice speaking only English
Because it is better to start talking without translating
Hay que dejar de usar español
B2.2
Porque se puede practicar más de cerca con el idioma
C1
Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column G).
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Knowledge and
pronunciation
Challenge
Readiness
Readiness, practice
Readiness, practice
Readiness, knowledge
Readiness practice
Readiness, no Spanish
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Knowledge
Challenge
No Spanish
No Spanish
No Spanish
Practice
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Annex 10. Survey: Complete answers from question #8-9 and recurrences – advanced levels
EFL
Teacher
Spanish
Speakers

Students’
Level
A2

Why did you select the previous option(s)?

Unit of Analysis

Because they know that is best
Knowledge

A1
A2

B1

Native
English
Speakers
B2.1

Considero que en este nivel ya se tiene suficiente conocimiento y un profesor nativo ayudaría a
simular una conversación normal en un país de habla inglesa.
Because they know English better
Porque es más exigente. Un profe foreigner sería lo mismo que un colombiano
Ya tendrán un nivel más avanzado en el inglés entonces tendrán más fluidez al hablar y entender
Porque ellos ya están más preparados y pueden hablar mejor con los nativos
Para que practiquen y utilicen más el idioma.
Porque ya es momento de tener más fluidez y es mejor tenerlo con un profesor nativo
Para que puedan familiarizarse más con ese idioma más
Porque permite una visión total del lenguaje
Aprender diferentes acentos
Se van familiarizando con alguien que habla ese día desde que nació y van entrenando el oído
Because they have a good English and is necessary for speak better
Porque necesitan saber exactamente todo lo de inglés
Because they need more difficult
Because with the native speakers we can learn more expressions
Because native speakers teach perfectly
Porque nos acostumbramos a su acento
Pienso que si quieres mejorar tu inglés debes escuchar y hablar con nativos ya que ellos manejan al
100% la lengua
In my case is the best option.
Porque es para practicar y no tratar de usar español
Because not is necessary be foreigners, only is important good handling the idiom

Readiness
Knowledge
Exigent
Readiness
Readiness
Practice
Readiness
Adaptation
Knowledge
Accent
Adaptation
Knowledge
Knowledge
Challenge
Expressions
Teaching
Adaptation
Knowledge, improve
Not clear
No Spanish
Equal
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B2.2

C1

Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)

A1
C1
A1
A2

Any of
them
B1

B2.2
A1
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If a native speaker teaches you it will be easier to understand and improve the language.
Because they know more
Porque son los que más saben
Porque con ellos es que vas a hablar al final
Porque ellos te enseñan más expresiones reales
We are finishing the course and we need to improve specially if we job interviews or something
else.
Those students have knowledge enough to speak with native people
To understand real English from other countries
Para practicar speaking, coloquialismos y sonidos del idioma
Porque les puede ayudar con el examen
Porque ya es un nivel avanzado y tener un profesor que se le facilite el inglés va a ser beneficio
tanto para el profesor como para el estudiante
Al igual que es escuchar el inglés de un profesor nativo sería bastante bueno escuchar diferentes
acentos
Un estudiante avanzado debería poder aprender con cualquier tipo de profesor
De acuerdo con sus conocimientos la persona podrá instruir mejor. Tiene buenas bases. Sería mejor
conocer el exterior y poder entender
Porque ya están en un nivel más avanzado y pueden entender
I think so that is ok whatever
Porque lo importante es que hablen en ingles
Lo que importa es que te ayudan a hablar
Porque la idea es hablar
Hay que acostumbrarse a solo hablar en inglés
All can help
It's the process
Porque ya ellos necesitan a un nativo y tienen más conocimiento para decirle en qué está
fallando.
Porque hay más nivel

Improve
Knowledge
Knowledge
Readiness
Real English
Improve
Readiness
Real English
Expressions, sounds
Not clear
Readiness
Accent
Equal
Adaptation
Readiness
Equal
Equal
Equal
Equal
Adaptation
Equal
Readiness
Readiness, knowledge
Readiness
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Speakers +
Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)

A2

B1

B2.1

C1
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Porque ya uno tiene bases y ya puede conversar y ayuda a entender y a escuchar
Se acerca más a los modismos y costumbres de otros países, la finalidad de aprender otro idioma
es el poder viajar a otros países para así ponerlo en practica
Por el nivel de idioma
Porque ya entienden el idioma y pueden interactuar mejor con ellos
Porque con profesores nativos los estudiantes comienzan a aprender cosas propias del idioma,
como dichos o cosas por el estilo. Además, es importante la parte del listening, y que mejor una
persona nativa para eso.
Es que ellos te hacen o te hacen hablar
Me siento en la necesidad de hablar el idioma
Porque con el nivel ya permite que una tenga una conversación
Más vocabulario
Porque así aprendes acentos
Si uno va a tener una oportunidad laboral uno va a estar más preparado
You have to speak all the time in English
I think that at those levels, they are capable to speak only English
Because students at advanced levels already have a lot of knowledge

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column I).

Readiness
Adaptation
Readiness
Better command

Adaptation
No Spanish
No Spanish
Readiness
Knowledge
Accent
Preparation
No Spanish
Readiness
Readiness
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Annex 11. Survey: Complete answers from question #15-16 and recurrences – evaluation
EFL
Teacher

Students’
Level
They can correct better
A1

A2
Spanish
speakers
B1

B2.2

A1
A2

Why did you select the previous option(s)?

Unit of Analysis
Correction

Porque siento que es más tranquilo. Con un extranjero sería muy serio
Porque la relación español- inglés es más claro de un profe de aquí
Because I prefer to have any of my language
Porque entienden un poco más la dificultad del proceso de aprendizaje. Tiene más paciencia
Porque utilizan y enseñan con buenos argumentos y así mismo corrigen y ayudan a mejorar.
Porque es más entendible
Porque ellos me pueden explicar mejor las cosas en las que falle
Cuando uno va empezando es mejor los profesores Spanish speakers.
Porque me da miedo que no me entiendan los extranjeros, aunque me pueden dar más consejos
Porque me siento más confiada y los extranjeros me dan miedo
Porque uno se entiende más con ellos la evaluación es más compleja con nativos

Confidence
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Comprehension
Process
Comprehension
Confidence
Confidence

Because I'm in the second level and I never have class with Native speakers
Porque saben lo que quisiste decir y te ayudan
Usualmente te dan más comentarios
porque me acostumbro a su acento
Para entender a la hora de corregir
Pienso que así es un poco más fluido el aprendizaje
Porque en algunos casos considero más útil estudiar con nativos
Porque es de mi preferencia
Because a native teacher always will be the best option to learn English
Because as natives they understand better and can help us to correct and with us advises with those
activities
Porque el nativo te dirá los errores que tuviste te pueda corregir bien

Process
Comprehension
Feedback
Adaptation
Correction
Process
Useful
Not Clear
Best Option
Comprehension
Correction
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B2.1

Because they can evaluate better.

B2.2

I think that a good feedback could be better from a native speaker. Of course, a Spanish speaker have
the same conditions to exam, but you know, it is not the same
Because they don't focus only on grammar but on ideas
Because they know more the language
They know more about those topics

Native
English
Speakers

Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)

C1
A1
B2.1

A1

A2

B1
Any of
them
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Creo que sería un mejor teniendo profesores que hablen otras lenguas, ya que estos nos podrían
ayudar a tener un mejor inglés
In my case is the best option.
No importa
No importa la persona que califique siempre y cuando tenga el conocimiento para hacerlo
correctamente y poder dar un correcto feedback.
Supongo que todos deben estar en la misma capacidad de evaluarme
Pero depende de nivel
Porque el profesor que aprendió ingles sin ser su lengua nativa es más riguroso a la hora de las
reglas gramaticales, los profesores nativos y extranjeros tienen mejor pronunciación por obvias
razones.
Porque su lengua materna no afecta su capacidad para evaluar
No interesa, con tal que sepan
Todos deben tener conocimientos, debe ser prácticamente lo mismo
Los profesores que hablan español, porque de pronto ellos pueden entender idea del estudiante y
ayudarlo a decirlo en inglés, y los profesores nativos en cuanto a naturalidad puede ser muy útil.
Porque todos los profesores tienen el mismo nivel.
I think so that is ok whatever
Porque cualquiera puede contestar de la manera correcta.
Porque creo que es necesario

Evaluate

Not Clear
Focus
Knowledge
Knowledge
Better English
Best Option
Equal
Knowledge and
Feedback
Equal
Depends

Pronunciation
L1 doesn't matter
Equal
Equal
Comprehension and
Naturality
Equal
Equal
Equal
Equal
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C1

Lo importante es que tengan el conocimiento de hablar ingles
Cada profesor ha estudiado y tiene la capacidad de calificarme
Cualquiera me puede dar retroalimentación
Cualquiera que enseñe debe estar capacitado para corregir
They evaluate your expression
Todos deben saber cómo evaluar
Lo importante es que expliquen los errores
Solo me importa que pongan cuidado a los errores que uno comete
Cada profesor debe saber calificar
They all know the same
Tanto profesores nativos, extranjeros como nacionales tienen la capacidad para enseñar si saben
cómo manejar el idioma
Porque los profesores del instituto tienen los conocimientos para poder evaluar

B1

Because I think that it is better.

B2.1

B2.2

Spanish
speakers +
Native
English
Speakers
Native
English
Speakers +
Speakers of
other
languages
(foreigners)
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A1
B2.1

Ellos me evaluarán de acuerdo con lo que los profes de aquí me han enseñado
Para que todo sea en inglés
Because with a good teacher we can know more about our mistakes

Equal
Equal
Equal
Equal
Evaluate
Equal
Explanation
Mistakes
Equal
Equal
Equal
Equal

Best Option
Process
Only English
Mistakes

C1
Because they can correct the pronunciation that a Spanish teacher doesn't know

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column Q).

Knowledge
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Annex 12. Ranking of recurrences
# of
recurrences
9
7
6
6

1stposition
T’s ability to explain grammar
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

5
4
4
3
3

T’s activities and strategies
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

2nd position
T’s language level (accent, fluency,
vocabulary)
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s activities and strategies

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies

T’s activities and strategies
T’s language level (accent, fluency,
vocabulary)

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies
T’s language level (accent, fluency,
vocabulary)
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s ability to explain grammar

3
T’s activities and strategies

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies

T’s activities and strategies

T’s ability to explain grammar

3
2

3rd position

T’s activities and strategies

T’s ability to explain grammar
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

4th position
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s ability to explain grammar
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies

T’s ability to explain grammar
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s activities and strategies
T’s activities and strategies

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s knowledge about
American/British culture
T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)
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T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies

T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s activities and strategies

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

T’s knowledge about
American/British culture

T’s ability to explain grammar

T’s activities and strategies

T’s language level (accent,
fluency, vocabulary)

2
T’s activities and strategies
1
1

1

Note: Own resource based on Annex 5 (column s U,V,W and X ).
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Annex 13
Native English Speakers and their pedagogical training certificates: rapport
Pedagogical
Training
Certificates

Bachelor
in
languages
/education

Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up S-T
relationships and vice versa (Rapport)

Direction

The teacher speaks most of the time, so students couldn't really participate.

-

She asks questions to the students about their lives and tries to create a nice
environment.

+

The teacher doesn't really ask students to participate.

=

LACK OF STUDENTS
PARTICIPATION
PERSONAL
QUESTIONS,
ENVIRONMENT
NO EVIDENCE

There's not much interaction but the teacher is respectful with students' ideas

+

RESPECTFUL

The teacher already knows some of the students and therefore the atmosphere is
very friendly. The teacher is cheerful and respectful.

+

The teacher seems interested in students' opinion about the topic of the class. She
has a very friendly attitude and starts the class with a small talk.

+

ACQUAINTANCE,
ENVIRONMENT,
ATTITUDE
OPINIONS, ATTITUDE,
SMALL TALK

The teacher interacts with each of the students and provides tips to improve.

+

NONE

TEFL

Theme

INTERACTIONS, TIPS

There's not much time for students to talk however he's attentive to their reactions. +
Since the teacher talking time is really high, ss are not interacting.
=

ATTENTIVE
NO EVIDENCE

The teacher makes sure everyone participates.

+

PARTICIPATION

The teacher tries to get a connection with the students by asking opinion
questions.
The teacher asks questions just to confirm understanding but not to create
conversation.

+

OPINIONS

-

NO GENUINE
INTERACTION

EFL TEACHERS’ TAGS
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TKT
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The teacher is very enthusiastic. Participation is usually limited to answer
questions rather than expressing opinion.
The teacher doesn't promote students’ interaction or participation; however, he is
kind.
Teacher seems interested to know students' opinions of the topics.
She creates a friendly atmosphere with fun and interesting comments.

±

The teacher constantly encourages students to talk and motivates them.
T has an excellent attitude with the students, is a dynamic person and keeps
students attentive during the class. T is friendly, respectful, and kind, uses a
suitable tone and vocabulary with the students

+
+

Note: Own resource.

/
+
+

ATTITUDE,
QUESTIONS
KIND BUT NO
PARTICIPATION
OPINIONS
FUNNY COMMENTS,
ATTITUDE
MOTIVATION
ATTITUDE,
ATTENTIVE
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Annex 14.
Speakers of other languages: rapport
Pedagogical
Training
Certificates

Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up S-T
relationships and vice versa (Rapport)

The teacher approaches students individually to see if they have questions and
makes sure they are following the class. Even though, the class is for beginners,
Bachelor in she made them talk a lot
languages He looks very patient and clam and that help student to understand.
/education
His class is very entertaining and energetic, the students easily empathize with
the teacher since he has a good sense of humor and makes jokes to relax the
class.
The teacher makes sure everyone has the chance to participate and makes fun
comments during the class.
NONE

TEFL

TKT

Direction

Theme

+

ATTENTIVE

+

PATIENT

+

ATTITUDE, FUNNY
COMMENTS

+

PARTICIPATION,
FUNNY COMMENTS

The teacher asks once to each student about their opinion about a topic of the
class and no more.

-

LACK OF STUDENTS
PARTICIPATION

The teacher interrupts students’ activities or talks only to one student for long
periods of time.

-

INTERRUPTION,
FOCUSED ON ONE

The teacher already knows some of the students therefore there's very
comfortable environment. || The teacher encourages students to express their
opinions about the topics.
The teacher sometimes focuses on only one student.

+

ACQUAINTANCE,
OPINIONS,
ENVIRONMENT
FOCUSED ON ONE

The teacher is enthusiastic and creates a comfortable environment.

+

-

ATTITUTE,
ENVIRONMENT
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The teacher is very attentive to students' reaction all the time.

+

ATTENTIVE

The teacher takes into considerations students' context to adapt examples and
expressions. || The teacher seems willing to know about students' opinions

+

CONTEXT, OPINIONS

Sometimes teachers' attention is on one student at a time limiting others

-

FOCUSED ON ONE

Note: Own resource.
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Annex 15.
Spanish Speakers: rapport
All SS teachers that participate in this research have a Bachelor in languages /education.
Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up S-T relationships
and vice versa (Rapport)

Direction

Theme

The teacher makes sure everyone participates.

+

PARTICIPATION

The teacher makes sure everyone participates and seems very patient.

+

PARTICIPATION, PATIENCE

The teacher is very enthusiastic and tries to encourage students to participate.

+

ATTITUDE, PARTICIPATION

The teacher makes funny comments to engage students with the topics. He's friendly and
encourages his students to keep learning.

+

FUNNY COMMENTS,
ATTITUDE

The teacher empowers students by giving them the confident to explain vocabulary and
grammar to their classmates.
The teacher is kind and ask questions to all students to get their opinion and information.

+

EMPOWER

+

The teacher tries to ask questions so that everyone participates.

+

OPINIONS, PERSONAL
INFORMATION
PARTICIPATION

The teacher creates a playful environment where students should complete certain
challenges according to their performance in the classroom.

+

ENVIRONMENT
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At the beginning of the class the teacher asks everyone to introduce themselves to get to
know a bit.

+

PERSONAL QUESTIONS

The teacher encourages students to participate constantly and creates a safe environment.

+

The teacher is enthusiastic and pays attention to students' reaction. He's kind.

+

PARTICIPATION,
ENVIRONMENT
ATTITUDE, ATTENTIVE

Teacher is very kind and makes student feel comfortable. || She promotes participation.

+

PARTICIPATION,
ENVIRONMENT

The teacher is really kinds and encourage students to participate

+

ATTITUDE, PARTICIPATION

The teacher is very enthusiastic and that keeps students attentive to the class.
The teacher looks friendly and that encourages students to participate.

+
+

ATTITUDE
ATTITUDE, PARTICIPATION

The teacher creates a comfortable environment and promotes cooperative work.
The teacher tries to ask personal questions to know a bit more about her students. and
includes that information in the grammar examples.
The teacher encourages students to open themselves and share a good time.
The teacher is very enthusiastic and cheerful.

+
+

ENVIRONMENT
PERSONAL QUESTIONS

+
+

OPEN
ATTITUDE

The teacher allows students to participate all the time while checking the exercises.

+

PARTICIPATION

The teacher tries to listen to students’ opinions about the topics
The teacher starts the class asking students about their opinion on one of the topics of the
class and set a suitable environment for everyone to participate.

+
+

OPINIONS
OPINIONS, ENVIRONMENT

Teacher tries to get everyone to ask questions, but students seem to be a bit shy.
Generally, the T asks questions to the class but there are no chances for students to
interact among themselves. || The class is entertaining therefore students show
willingness to express their opinions.

+
±

ASKS QUESTIONS
QUESTIONS, OPINIONS,
ENVIRONMENT
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She personalizes the class according to students’ preferences and comments.

+

CONTEXT, OPINIONS

The teacher introduces the topics in a friendly way and that encourages students to
participate

+

ATTITUDE, PARTICIPATION

Note: Own resource
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Annex 16.
Bilingual Speakers: Rapport
Pedagogical
Training
Certificates

Teacher's way of promoting students' participation and build up S-T
relationships and vice versa (Rapport)

Direction

Bachelor in The teacher is very enthusiastic and friendly which motivates students to
+
languages participate.
/education
The teacher usually focuses the class on one student at a time reducing
NONE
opportunities for the other students to interact.
The teacher seems frustrated because students don't understand. He wasn't tolerant. TKT
TKT

The teacher tries to provide the students the chance to share their opinions and
preferences about some of the topics of the class.

Note: Own resource

+

Theme

ATTITUDE,
PARTICIPATION
FOCUSED ON ONE
BAD REACTION
OPINIONS
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Annex 17.
Native English Speakers: T’s questions

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 18.
Speakers of other languages: T’s questions

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 19.
Spanish Speakers: T’s questions

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 20.
Bilingual speakers: T’s questions

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 21.
Native English Speakers: Feedback

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 22.
Speakers of other languages: Feedback

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 23.
Spanish Speakers: Feedback

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 24. Bilingual speakers: Feedback

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 25.
Native English Speakers: Classroom management

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 26.
Speakers of other languages: Classroom management

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 27.
Spanish Speakers: Classroom management

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 28. Bilingual speakers: Classroom management

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 29.
Native Speakers: Resources

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 30.
Speakers of other languages: Resources

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 31.
Spanish Speakers: Resources

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 32.
Bilingual speakers: Resources

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 33.
Native English Speakers: Strategies

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 34.
Speakers of other languages: Strategies

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 35.
Spanish Speakers: Strategies

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 36.
Bilingual speakers: Strategies

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 37.
Native English Speakers: Teacher Talk

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 38.
Speakers of other languages: Teacher talk

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 39
Spanish Speakers: Teacher talk

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 40.
Bilingual Speakers: Teacher talk

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 41.
Native English Speakers: TTT Vs STT

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 42. Speakers of other languages: TTT Vs STT

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 43.
Spanish Speakers: TTT Vs STT

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 44.
Bilingual Speakers: TTT Vs STT

Pedagogical Training Certificates

Bachelor in languages /education
NONE
TKT
TKT
Note: Own resource.

STT TTT
40
60

↑TT
T

50
30

50
70

B
T

30

70

T
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Annex 45. Teachers’ comments
ELF teacher

Pedagogical
Training
Certificates

Native English
Speakers

NA

Speakers of
Other
Languages.
Spanish
Speakers

TEACHERS' COMMENTS

I always try to make my classes lively. So, depending on the students' personality or their mood at the time
of the class I take all of that into consideration. At the beginning, I make sure the classroom is in good
condition by the time to students get in. I break the ice by letting them talk about something different from
the lesson topics like current events etc.
TELF&
Overall, the class felt good. I felt like I was able to connect to the students and that they were able to have
TESOL
fun while learning. I think they were engaged the whole time. The class had a good vibe. In the future I
would like to improve with videos and extra resources
TEFL
I think the class went well. I would like to promote more pair work.
TEFL
I felt very comfortable during the class. I'll try to promote more student’s interaction.
TKT
I felt really good about this class.
CELTA
The students were too shy, and they were reluctant to talk.
Bachelor in I will improve my English level
languages
In my opinion, students' interaction can always take place in the classroom because it takes time. In this
/education class the focus was on grammar and language skills activities.
I would like to create more opportunities for students to produce.
I shouldn't have corrected students’ mistakes about pronunciation while they're speaking.
Students' arrival time affects classes a lot. || When there's full house, it's impossible to create interaction, but
in this case, I have no excuse. Well, they arrived late. ||
Due to students’ level it was easy to promote participation and interaction.

Bilingual
Speakers

NONE

I'll try to create more interaction among students.

TKT

I'll try to improve my patience.

TKT

It's difficult to get basic students interact.

Note: Own resource.
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Annex 46.
Native English Speakers and their pedagogical training certificates: students’ comments

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 47.
Speakers of other languages, their pedagogical training certificate: students’ comments

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 48.
Spanish Speakers, their pedagogical training certificate: students’ comments

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 49.
Bilingual Speakers and their pedagogical training certificate: students’ comments

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 50.
Native English Speakers: Knowledge of The Subject + General Pedagogical Knowledge

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 51. Speakers of other languages: Knowledge of The Subject + General Pedagogical Knowledge

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 52. Spanish Speakers: Knowledge of The Subject + General Pedagogical Knowledge

Note: Own resource. Annexes 17 to 52 are available at https://cutt.ly/xkhmjZf
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Annex 53.
Bilingual Speakers: Knowledge of The Subject + General Pedagogical Knowledge
Pedagogical
Training
Certificates

Bachelor
in
languages
/education

Teacher's knowledge and expertise are evidenced through his/her
explanations and activities (Metalanguage and activities)

Direction

Theme

The teacher is attentive to students’ response to provide further information or
repeat the instructions or exercises.

+

students' process

The grammar is explained by reading the book's information and little extra
information is added. The topics are not introduced or contextualized.

-

no extra information, no
contextualization

T's explanation about some topics was confusing.

-

confusing

The teacher knows the grammar and phonetics very well.

+

metalanguage

NONE
TKT
TKT
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Annex 54.
Rapport: Matrix
EFL
Teacher

Bachelor in
languages

None

Native
English
Speakers

- Little STUDENTS’
PARTICIPATION (1)
+ Comfortable
ENVIRONMENT (1)
+ Personal
QUESTIONS (1)

+ Respectful (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ Interest in STUDENTS’
OPINIONS (1)
+SMALL TALK (1)
+Attentive (1)
+ACQUAINTANCE

Speakers
of other
languages

+ Attentive (1)
+ Patient (1)
+ Funny
COMMENTS (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE
(1)

+PARTICIPATION (1)
+ Funny COMMENTS (1)
- Little STUDENTS’
PARTICIPATION (1)
- Focused on ONLY ONE
student (1)
+ACQUAINTANCE (1)
- Focused on ONLY ONE
student (1)

Bilingual
Speakers

+ Good ATTITUDE
(1)
+ PARTICIPATION
(1)

Spanish
Speakers

+ PARTICIPATION (9)
+ Patient (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (8)
+PERSONALIZATION (1)

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

+ PARTICIPATION (2)
+ Interest in STUDENTS’ OPINIONS
(2)
- No genuine CONVERSATIONS (2)
+ Enthusiastic (1)
+ Respectful (1)
- Little STUDENTS’ PARTICIPATION
or INTERACTION (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ Funny COMMENTS (1)
- Focused on ONLY ONE student (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ Comfortable ENVIRONMENT (1)

+ MOTIVATION (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+Attentive (1)

N/A

+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ Comfortable ENVIRONMENT
(1)
+ Attentive (1)
+ Interest in STUDENTS’
OPINIONS (1)

- Focused on
ONLY ONE
student (1)

N/A

- Frustrated (1)
+ Interest in STUDENTS’
OPINIONS (1)

N/A

Bachelor in languages
+ Funny COMMENTS (1)
+ EMPOWER students (1)
+ Interest in STUDENTS’ OPINIONS (5)

+ Personal QUESTIONS (3)
+ Comfortable ENVIRONMENT (10)
+ Attentive (1)
- Little STUDENTS’ INTERACTION (1)

Note: based on annexes13-16 || Conventions: +positive; —negative; =neutral; or ± ambivalent, cursive (adjectives), all caps (nouns), and numbers in
brackets indicate recurrence (Bardin,1996, p.86)
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Annex 55.
Teachers’ questions - Matrix
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in
languages

Native English
Speakers

Echoic (2)
Evaluative (1)
Verbosity (1)

Speakers of other
languages

Echoic (3)
Evaluative (2)
Verbosity (1)

Spanish Speakers

Echoic (16)
Referential (4)
Evaluative (21)
Verbosity (10)
Verbosity (1)

Bilingual Speakers

None
Echoic (1)
Referential (1)
Evaluative (4)
Verbosity (1)
Echoic (1)
Evaluative (1)
Verbosity (1)
N/A

Referential (1)
Evaluative (1)

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Echoic (3)
Referential (1)
Evaluative (4)
Verbosity (1)
Echoic (1)
Referential (1)
Evaluative (1)
Verbosity (1)
N/A

Echoic (2)
Evaluative (2)

N/A

Referential (1)
Evaluative (3)

Evaluative (1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Echoic (2)

N/A

Note: Own resource based on annexes 17 to 20. || Conventions: numbers in brackets indicate recurrence (Bardin,1996, p.86)
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Annex 56.
Feedback - Matrix
EFL
Teacher
Native
English
Speakers

Speakers
of other
languages

Bilingual
Speakers

Bachelor in languages

None

TELF / TESOL

*GENERAL (1)
-No CORRECTION (1)
-No APPRAISAL (1)
-Few corrections (1)
* Lack of
COMPREHENSION (1)
- Inappropriate teacher’s
ATTITUDE (1)

*GENERAL (3)
*PRONUNCIATION (1)
REPEATING correction (2)
EMPHASIZE the correct word
(1)
Elicit SELF-CORRECTION
(1)
CORRECTION after turn ends
(1)
-No CORRECTION (2)
-No APPRAISAL (1)
-No CORRECTION (3)
-No APPRAISAL (2)

*GENERAL (2)
*PRONUNCIATION (3)
*EXERCISES (1)
REPEATING correction (1)
CORRECTION after turn ends
(2)
Elicit PEER-CORRECTION
(1)
- Inappropriate teacher’s
ATTITUDE (1)
-No CORRECTION (1)
*GENERAL (2)
CORRECTION after turn ends
(2)

*GENERAL (2)
Provide correction
and reason (1)
CORRECTION
interrupts (1)

N/A

*GENERAL (3)
Elicit PEERCORRECTION (1)

-No CORRECTION
(1)
-No APPRAISAL
(1)

*EXERCISES, GENERAL (1)
Provide correction (1)

N/A

- Inappropriate
teacher’s
ATTITUDE (1)
Asking for
REPETITION (1)

N/A

*GENERAL (3)
-Few CORRECTIONS
(2)
CORRECTION at the end
of the class (1)
*GENERAL
REPEATING
correction (1)
APPRAISAL (1)
Elicit PEERCORRECTION (1)

TKT

CELTA

Bachelor in languages
*GENERAL (19)
CORRECTION after turn ends (3)
Provide correction and reason (2)
*PRONUNCIATION (6)
CORRECTION at the end of the class
CORRECTION interrupts (1)
*EXERCISES (2)
(2)
-No CORRECTION (1)
-Few CORRECTIONS (3)
REPEATING correction (1)
APPRAISAL (1)
Elicit PEER-CORRECTION (4)
Note: Own resource based on annexes 21 to 24. || Conventions: numbers in brackets indicate recurrence (Bardin,1996, p.86)
Spanish
Speakers
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Annex 57.
Grouping students
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in
languages

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English
Speakers

Only Individual (3)

Only Individual (4)
Only Pair (1)
Individual + Whole (1)

Only Pair (2)
Only Individual (3)
Individual + pair (2)

Only Pair (2)

N/A

Speakers of
other languages

Pair (1)
Only Individual (2)

Only Pair (1)
Only Individual (2)

Only Whole (1)
Only Individual (1)

Only Group (2)
Only Pair (1)
Individual +Group (1)

Only Pair (1)

Bilingual
Speakers

Only Individual (1)

Only Individual (1)

N/A

Only Individual (2)

N/A

Bachelor in languages
Spanish
Speakers

Only Pair (12)
Only Individual (4)
Individual + Group (1)

Note: Own resource based on annexes 25 to 28…

Whole + Individual (1)
Pair + Individual (5)
Individual + Pair +Group (2)
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Annex 58
Teachers’ tools and resources - Matrix
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in languages

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English
Speakers

BOARD (3)
No extra RESOURCES (2)
Extra VOCABULARY (1)

BOARD (6)
COMPUTER (2)
No extra RESOURCES
(5)
online READINGS (1)
Games (1)

BOARD (2)
GAMES (1)
No extra RESOURCES
(1)

N/A

Speakers of other
languages

BOARD (3)
Alternate ACTIVITIES (1)
No extra RESOURCES (2)
BOARD (1)
SUGGESTIONS for
autonomous work (1)

BOARD (2)
GAMES (1)
No extra RESOURCES
(1)
N/A

BOARD (3)
online READINGS (1)
No extra RESOURCES
(2)
BOARD (2)
online MATERIAL (2)
VIDEOS (1)

BOARD (1)
No extra RESOURCES
(1)

Bilingual Speakers

BOARD (3)
No TOOLS (2)
Extra VOCABULARY (1)
ANECDOTES (1)
SUGGESTIONS for autonomous
work (1)
VIDEOS (1)
No extra RESOURCES (1)
BOARD (1)
No TOOLS (2)
No extra RESOURCES (1)
Alternate ACTIVITIES (1)
No TOOLS (1)
No extra RESOURCES (1)

N/A

Bachelor in languages
Spanish Speakers

BOARD (24)
No TOOLS (1)
COMPUTER (1)

Note: Own resource based on annexes 29 to32

REALIA (1)
No extra RESOURCES (10)
GAMES (4)

SUGGESTIONS for autonomous work (4)
online MATERIAL (6)
Alternate ACTIVITIES (2)
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Annex 59.
Strategies - Matrix
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in languages

Native English
Speakers

- No EXPLANATION (1)
Paraphrasing (1)
Synonyms (1)

Speakers of
other languages

L1 use due to lack of
comprehension (1)
Antonyms (1)
Synonyms (1)
Examples (2)
SL1-TL2

Bilingual
Speakers

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Repetition (1)
Elicit peer-instruction (1)
Elicit description (1)
Language barrier (1)
Synonyms (1)
Paraphrasing (1)
Repetition (1)
Paraphrasing (1)
Examples (1)

Repetition (2)
Bilingual dictionary (1)
Definitions (1)
Pictures (1)
Paraphrasing (2)

Bilingual dictionary (1)
Examples (1)
Definitions (1)
Synonyms (1)

N/A

Repetition (1)
Body language (1)
Definitions (1)
Examples (1)

L1 for translation (1)
Examples (1)
L1 use due to lack of
comprehension (1)

Examples (1)

Elicit translation (1)
Synonyms (1)

N/A

Repetition (1)
Examples (1)

N/A

Bachelor in languages
Spanish
Speakers

L1 for classroom management (4)
Examples (11)
Synonyms (7)
L1 for translation (5)

Note: Own resource based on annexes 33-36

Body language (6)
Repetition (1)
Pictures (2)
L1 for rapport building (1)
Elicit peer-instruction (2)

L1 use due to lack of comprehension (1)
Definitions (2)
Elicit deduction (1)
Elicit translation (1)
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Annex 60.
Teacher talk
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in
languages

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

Native English
Speakers

Adaptation (2)
Normal (1)

Adaptation (5)
Normal (1)

Adaptation (2)
Normal (5)

Adaptation (1)
Normal (1)

N/A

Speakers of
other languages

Adaptation (2)
Too fast (1)

Normal (2)

Adaptation (1)
Normal (1)

Adaptation (1)
Normal (2)

Too fast (1)

Spanish
Speakers

Adaptation (12)
Normal (8)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Bilingual
Speakers

Adaptation (1)

Adaptation (1)

N/A

Too fast (2)

N/A

Note: Own resource based on annexes 37-40
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Annex 61.
Talking Time (TTT Vs. STT)
EFL
Teacher

Bachelor in languages

Native
English
Speakers

TTT 80% > STT 20% (1)
TTT 70% > STT 30% (2)

TTT 60% > STT 40% (4)
STT 60% > TTT 40% (1)
TTT 50% = STT 50% (1)

Speakers TTT 60% > STT 40% (2)
of other TTT 90% > STT 10% (1)
languages

TTT 50% = STT 50% (3)

Spanish
Speakers

Bilingual
Speakers

STT 70%> TTT 30% (3)
STT 60% > TTT 40%
(10)
TTT 60% > STT 40% (5)
TTT 70% > STT 30% (1)
TTT 50%= STT 50% (7)
TTT 60% > STT 40% (1)

Note: Own resource based on annexes 38

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

STT 70%> TTT 30% (1)
TTT 80% > STT 20% (1)
TTT 60% > STT 40% (2)
TTT 50%= STT 50% (3)
STT 60% > TTT 40% (1)
STT 60% > TTT 40% (1)

STT 60%> TTT 40% (1)
TTT 60%> STT 40% (1)

N/A

STT 70%> TTT 30% (1)
TTT 60%> STT 40% (1)
TTT 70% > STT 30% (1)

TTT 80% > STT
20% (1)

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

TTT 50%= STT 50% (1)

N/A

TTT 70%> STT 30% (2)

N/A
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Annex 62.
Teacher’s reflection - Teachers’ comments
EFL Teacher

Bachelor in
languages
Try to make class
fun.
Like to break the ice.

N/A

Felt good about the class.
Students had fun.
Will incorporate extra resources

N/A

N/A

Speakers of other
languages

N/A

N/A

Will promote pair work

Felt good about the class

Bilingual
Speakers

N/A

Will create more
interaction

N/A

Will improve patience.
Difficult to get basic
students interact

Students are reluctant
to talk when they’re
shy.
N/A

Native English
Speakers

None

TELF / TESOL

Students’ interaction is a must.
Will improve his language level.
Will create more opportunities for students to talk
Note: Own resource based on annexes 39
Spanish Speakers

Annex 63

TKT

CELTA

Bachelor in languages
Will not interrupt students while speaking to correct them.
Impossible to create interaction
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Students’ comments - Matrix
Students’ Learning Experience: Students’ Comments
EFL
Teacher

Bachelor in languages

None

TELF / TESOL

TKT

CELTA

- Difficult ACCENT (2)
+ Good TEACHER (4)
+ Make STUDENTS talk (1)
+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (2)
+ Extra CONTENT (6)
+ ACCENT (2)
- Little time to PARTICIPATE (1)
+ CORRECTION of
PRONUNCIATION (2)
+ KNOWLEDGE (1)
+ Only ENGLISH (2)

+ Extra CONTENT (3
- Little time to PARTICIPATE
(1)
+ Dynamic (4
+ ACCENT (2)
+ CULTURE (2)
+ Only ENGLISH (2)
+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (2)
+ Make STUDENTS talk (2)
+ Care about the STUDENTS
(2)

+ Only ENGLISH (1)
+ Good CLASS (2)
+ Good TEACHER (1)

N/A

Native
English
Speakers

+ Good TEACHER (1)
+ Good USE OF
ENGLISH (1)
+ Clear
EXPLANATIONS (3)
+ Entertaining (2)
+ ACCENT (1)
+ KNOWLEDGE (1)
+ Extra CONTENT (2)

Speakers
of other
languages

+ Good ATTITUDE (2)
+ Entertaining (2)
+ Clear
EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ Cares about the
students (1)
+ Good CLASS (1)
+ Extra CONTENT (1)
+ Didactic (1)

+ Make STUDENTS talk (1)
+ CORRECTION of
PRONUNCIATION (1)
+ Entertaining (1)
+ Dynamic (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ Extra CONTENT (4)
+ ACCENT (2)
+ Care about the STUDENTS (1)

+ Extra CONTENT (2)
+ Make STUDENTS talk (2)
+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ CORRECTION of
PRONUNCIATION (1)

+ Dynamic (1)
+ Entertaining (2)
+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (4)
+ Make STUDENTS talk (1)
+ ACCENT (1)
+ EXPLANATIONS in Spanish (1)
+ Cares about the STUDENTS (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)
+ The best TEACHER (1)

+ Good
TEACHER (1)
+ Clear
EXPLANATIONS
(1)
+ Cares about the
STUDENTS (1)
+ Entertaining (1)

+ Clear
EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ Extra CONTENT (1)
+ Good ATTITUDE (1)

+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ Cares about the STUDENTS (1)
- Not dynamic (1)
- Little time to INTERACT (1)

N/A

- Incomplete EXPLANATIONS (1)
- Incomplete ACTIVITIES (1)
- Too focused on BOOK (1)
- SPEAKS too fast (1)
+ Good EXPLANATIONS (1)
- No RESOURCES (1)

N/A

Bilingual
Speakers

+ Makes STUDENTS feel confident (8)

+ SPEAKS slowly (1)

Bachelor in languages
+ Only ENGLISH (2)

+ Good TEACHER (6)
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Spanish
Speakers

+ Good ATTITUDE (9)
+ Dynamic (8)
+ Clear EXPLANATIONS (20)
+ Make STUDENTS participate (5)
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+ Motivating (2)
+ Make STUDENTS interact (1)
- SPEAKS too soft (1)
+ Cares about the STUDENTS (4)

+ The best TEACHER (4)
+ CORRECTION of PRONUNCIATION (4)
+ Didactic (2)
+The CLASS is perfect (1)

+ Extra CONTENT (3)
+Excellent TEACHER (2)
+ EXPLANATIONS in
Spanish (1)

Note: Own resource. || See annex 43-46 || cursives indicate adjectives, while CAPITAL letters, nouns. || # in brackets indicate recurrences. || + or – indicated
direction
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Annex 64.
Matrix knowledge of the subject

EFL
Teacher

Native
English
Speakers

Speakers
of other
languages

Bachelor in languages

None

TELF / TESOL

- Lack of CLASS
STRUCTURE (1)
- Lack of
CONTEXTUALIZATION
(1)
- Teacher-centered (1)
- Over explain (1)
+ Detailed
EXPLANATIONS (1)

+ CONTEXTUALIZATION (1)
+ Discuss the topics (1)
+ Master the topics (1)
+ Extra EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ Extra VOCABULARY (1)
- Lack of INSTRUCTIONS (1)
- Lack of CONTEXTUALIZATION
(1)
- Lack of CLASS STRUCTURE
- Activate PRIOR KNOWLEDGE (1)
+ Creative (1)
- Lack of INSTRUCTIONS (1)
- Lack of PREPARATION (1)
- Unfamiliar with the MATERIAL (1)
- Superficial EXPLANATIONS (1)

+ PREPARATION (1)
+ Knowledgeable (1)
- Lack of CLASS
STRUCTURE
- Unfamiliar with the
MATERIAL (1)
- Activate PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE (1)
+ INTRODUCTION (1)

+ Confident (1)
+ Extra VOCABULARY
(3)
+ Master the topics (1)

N/A

- Over explain (1)
- Lack of
EXPLANATIONS (1)

+ Dead-on
EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ Master the topics (2)
-Activate PRIOR
KNOWLEDGE (1)

+ Confident (1)
+
CONTEXTUALIZATION
(1)

+ METALANGUAGE to
explain (1)
+ PHONETICS

N/A

+ Monitors the class (1)
+ Confident (1)
+ PREPARATION (1)
+ Knowledgeable (1)

- T’s Mistakes (1)
Bilingual
Speakers

Spanish
Speakers

TKT

CELTA

- T’s Mistakes (1)

+ Clear INSTRUCTIONS
(1)

- Unfamiliar with the MATERIAL (1) N/A
- Lack of CONTEXTUALIZATION
(1)
Bachelor in languages
+ PREPARATION (3)
+ Clear INSTRUCTIONS (1)
+ METALANGUAGE to explain (4)
+ Confident (2)
+ Dead-on EXPLANATIONS (2)
- Superficial EXPLANATIONS (1)
+ CONTEXTUALIZATION (4)
- Activate PRIOR KNOWLEDGE (1)

Note: Own resource based on annexes 49-52

+ Knowledgeable (2)
+ Master the topics (6)
+ Detailed EXPLANATIONS (4)

- T’s Mistakes (3)

